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LEutiLER &TIMES
Monday, November 23, 2009

Deadline for
Rotary Club
'pig' contest
draws near
Special to the Ledger
The Rotary Club of Murray is
weli-known for its assistance of
community and world-wide
needs. The local club also has a
reputation for having fun and
fellowship, one of the original
purposes when Rotary was
established in Chicago in 1905.
Of course, Rotary clubs
throughout the world have in
conunon seeking "to provide
humanitarian service, encourage high ethical standar& in all
vocations, and help build goodwill and peace in die world."
'The last statement is extracted
frorn the result of a 1976 Rotary
International Public Relations
Committee charge to create a
concise definition of the organization.
During the 2009-2010 club
year, the Rotary Club of Murray
has a goal to contribute $2,003
to the PolioPlus program. Ibis
is the program to eradicate polio
nu-oughout the world.
Borrowing an idea carried out
by a club in California, "We
have nominated 21 of our members to be in the "Kiss A Pig
Contest."
said
Roger
Reiclunuth, lona/ club president
"During
the
month
of
November, each nominee is
seeking contributions from family, friendLs arid associates who
would like to see that person be
the one to ki58 the pig. We contemplated making the person
who earns the least money. plant
the kiss, but it seems that fans of
certain nominees are more interested in contributing as much as
,possible to rnake certain their
.favorite member/character has
:the honor." said Reictunuth.
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cloudy.
Monday ,Mostly
Scattered showers or sprinkles
the
in the morning. Highs
toper 50s. Southeast wends 5
mph. Chance of precipitation 30
percent.
night Mostly
Monday
cloudy. Patchy fog after midnight. Lows in the upper 40s.
Southeast winds 5 mph,
Tuesday...ha:any cloudy. A
40 pervint chance ot showers
in the afternoon. Highs io the
upper 50a. Southeast winds 10
to 15 mph
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy. A chance of showers in
the eveoing. Lows around 40.
South. winds 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of precipitation 30 percent
Wednesday _Partly sunny.
Highs in the ;nid 50s Southwest
winds 10 to 15 mph.
Wednesday night. .Mostty
cioody Lows in the mid 30s
Thanksgiving day...Mostiy
cioudy. Highs in the upper 40s
night.. Partly
Thursday
cloudy Lows in the lower 30s.
Friday.. Partly sunny. Highs
in the upper 40s.
Friday night _Mostly dear
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CITY PARK
VANDALISM

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times
The Murray-CallOway County Parks and Recreation Department is offering a $250 reward to
anyone that can provide intormation concerning vandalism of the Waters SchOol House at
Murray-Calloviay Central Park. Park Director Matt Martin said vandals damaged tile structure,
breaking windows, furniture, teanng up books and damaging other content inside the historic
one-room school and writing obScenities on the blackboard, Those with information are aSked
to contact the Murray Polio's* Department at 753-1621.

Senate Democrats
at odds over health care bill as proposed

Knabel featured performer
at `Nutcracker_ail4 More'
ivy WO!OMIT

'CATS' before and we've done Hip

Staff Writer
his year•s performance of
"Nutcracker and More" by the
Jackson
Purchase
Dance
Company will feature a unique performance by one of a growing number
of ballerinas that dance from a wheelchair.
Murray State University freshman
Kristin Knabel will be featured in the
JPDC's production of the classic
Christmas
ballet
at
Lovett
Auditorium.
A Louisville native who has been
dancing for 13 years, Iambic will perform to Mpnnheirn Steamroller's
"Bring a Torch, Jett/tett Isabella."
She is part of a 45-members ballet
dance company in Louisville that
dance from wheelchairs. The dancers
says she takes movements perfonned
by her peers and "translates" them to
a form she can dance to.
"The type of dancing we do more of
is ballet arid what is called lyrical.
which is a slower-type dancing," she

Hop... basically ever; type of dancing."
The JPDC performance is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. on Friday, Dec. 4. at
Lovett Auditorium. and Knable says
she's looking forward to performing
to a Murray audience.
"I will be doing a more lyrical-type
ballet because that is the form I feel I
can do my best with," she said. "I do
most of the dance with my upper
body, but 1 do some fun things with
the chair. Orr_ other thing I've teamed
through the years is to take the movements of an able-bodied dancer and
translate it into something someone in
a wheelchair could do."
JPDC Instructor Karen Balzer says
audiences of all ages will enjoy dance
excerpts from "Nutcracker" and compositions
from
Mannheim
Steamroller's Christmas music.
—This production is guaranteed to
put you in a true holiday mood."

T

Prow provided

State University treehrnan
Kristin Knabel will be feattred in
the JPDC's production Of this
year's performance. ot Islutcradw
and More."
Murray

said follosving practice at JPDC's studio inside MSU's Old Fine Arts
Building.
"But we also do Jazz. We've done

By ANNE FLAHERTY
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON s
i AP1 — Moderate
Senate Democrats threatened Sunday to
scuttle health-care legislation if their
demands aren't met, while more liberal
members warned their party leaders not to
bend.
The dispute tonong Democrats foretells
of a rowdy floor debate next month on legislation that would extend health care coverage to roughly 31 rnillion Americans.
Republicans have already made clear they
aren't supporting the bill.
Final passage is in jeopardy, even after
the chamber's historic 60-39 vote Saturday
night to begin debate
"I don't want a big-government,
Washington-run operation that would
undermine the .. private insurance that
200 million Americans now have," said
Sen. Ben Nelson. a conservative Nebraska
Democrat.
Nelson and three other moderates
Democratic Sens. Mary Landrieu of

•See Page 2A
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Student turns to unicycle for fun, exercise
By KYSER LOUGH
Kiernan Maguire
found a unique way
to get around campus when he started
riding hisfather's
old unicycle. ft may
took afew weeks qf
practice before he
was wheeling
around town.
KYSER LOUG1.
&edger
Times
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Staff 'Miter
midst the clusteis of
runners pounding the
pavement on the twomile loop around the campus of
Murray State University, a lone
rider on a lone wheel glides
across the sidewalks
The nder is Kiernan Maguire,
IVISU senior business administration major from Louisville,
who took up nding the unicycle
over the sununer.
"Last semester 1 S3W on TV
someone doing an obstacle
course on a unicycle and
remembered my dad had one."
he said
As he would discover. his

A

faintly had a bit of a history in
unicycling, starting two generations back.

Alternate transuonation.
"From my understanding my
granddad bought a unicycle and
as an incentive to learn how to
tide he said the first person who
could go a certain distance
would get like three dollars,".
Maguire said. "I know at least
two of my uncles learned. along
with my dad."
Maguire went home over
spcing break and found the urucycle. then fixed it up and start-

II See Page 2A
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From Front

KYSER LOUGH/L*0w
Times
Murray State University student Kierna
n Maguire stands outside ot Lee Clan( Colleg
e with his
preferred mode of wheeled transportati
on - the unicycle. Maguire said he got starte
d on the
hobby atter seeing it on TV.

II Unicycle ...

Balzer said.
1PDC' features
25
dancers from
Calloway,
Graves
and
a.
Marshall counties AS well as
MSU
Alao
114:heduled are !Urn.".
performances Mabel
by
Calloway
County Middle School student,
that will present a sign language
rendition of "Silent Night."
Three Graves County Schools
students will also present performances About 2,000 students from several school distncts are expected to attend for
special performances
Children under age three will
bc admitted free to the public:
performance. Reservations are
not needed The performiusce is
funded in part hy Ronald
McDonald House ('harities, a
non-profit funding agency.

Kentucky

News in Brief
Soldiers returning from Afghanistan
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky (AP) — Nearly 700 Eon Carnpntai
soldiers AM scheduled to return to the Army post this week ;dn.
I2-month deployment to Afghanistan
Fort Campbell says members of the 159th Combat Aviation
Brigade will be welcomed back in ceremonies throughout the
week The first event is set for early Monday, followed by cert.
monies Wednesday and Thursday nights and early Enda),
The rest of the brigade is expected to retum by the end of the
year
Fort ramphell straddle, thr Kentocks, -Tennessee border

S10 million fundraiser launched by Ah C.enter

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - Officials of the Muhammad Ali
Center in Louisville have launched an effort to raise SI0 million
to expand the center
The Courier-Journal in Louisville reported officials say they
want to also broaden the center's mission of teaching conficknce.
dedication. giving. spirituality, respect and conviction — attributes they describe as All's core values.
The center draws about 100,000 visitors a year with whom to
share thr legacy of the renowned boxer from Louisville.
Planned projects include offering online information in more
languages and endowing it chair at the University of Louisville.

Doubts about earrings tied to Mm. Uncoln

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky. Historical Society
has been displaying and publicizing a pair of ean-ings as having
belonged to Mary Todd Lincoln. but others aren't as sure about
their authenticity.
The pair of apparently gold-mounted black onyx pendant earnngs were purchased by the Histoncal Society in 2008 for more
than $19,(XX) through Hentage Auction Gallenes in Dallas, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported Sunday.
Histoncal Society Executive Director Kent Whitworth said that.
in the society's best professional judgment, the earrings did once
belong to Lincoln.
"We are thnlled with use acquisition of those earrings," he said,
The Ilistoncal Society has even said on its Web site that "Mary
Todd Lincoln prized these 'earbobs.'"
Documents on file at the Histoncal Society that came with
the
earrings trace them to collector Charles F. Gunther of Chicago,
who died in 1920, the newspaper reported. Gunther told the
son
of the man to whom he sold or traded the earnngs that "he
knew
they were Mrs. Lincoln's earrings but he couldn't rememb
er why
he knew it," according to a letter written in 1970 to anothe
r collector who had purchased the earrings.

Mkhael Jackson 'Opus'
but that would jun be
worse since they would be slow- book offers
rare images
From Front
ing down even more to read it,"
NEW
YORK (AP) — Artist
he said.
ed practicing. After a few weeks
Nate Giorgio recalls thc 1a.st
He is sometimes stopped by
of practice time away from peopeople who want to talk about time he saw Michael Jackson.
ple. he found himself comforthni
hobby and said occasionally just days before the singer's
able enough cm the unicycle to
death.
he talks lei sotneone who used to
start riding it around campus
The pop icon wanted
ride one themselves. However,
and even to class.
Giorgio to create dazzling
to
his
knowledge he is the only 1
"I'm starting to nde it to class
murals of his children as well
one around town actively nding. '
more. but have a (locking)chain
as artwork for his —This Is It"
His time on the unicycle
for it now. Even if someone was
concens, and Giorgio got out
able to steal it, it's not like they
brings some health benefits as
his pen during their talkz.
could nde around," he said.
well. Maguire said he did a lot
Those never-before seen
He *aid learning to nde was
of running in high school for
sketches, as well as other rare
not very difficult. but took a lot
conditioning for sports, but the
artwork and photos of Jackson.
cif patience and the knowledge
unicycle gives him more of a
are now part of a lavish new
that it was not going to bc
core workout.
leather-bound hook, "The
quick process.
"In order to get the same conOfficial
Soldiers to pay tribute to former president
Michael Jackson
"It really is just a matter of
ditioning level as running you'd
OPUS," out OcL 7
FORT KNOX. Ky.(AP) - Soldiers from Fort Knox
are plangetting on it and going 10 feet
ning a wreath-laying ceremony to pay tnbute to former
have to go further, similar to a
President
every 20 or SO tries .. and knowZac:har
y
Taylor.
bike. This is more of a core
ing you're going to fall most of'
A statement from the Army post says soldiers will
workout
from balancing and
gather
the time, Then you learn to tum
Tuesday morning at the Zachary Taylor National Cemete
when you're trying to speed up
NOTICE
ry in
and get onto the unicycle withLounivi
lle
to
partici
pate in the event.
• The Murray City Council
or go forward you have to lean ,
out nending support." Maguire
Maj.
Gen. James M. Milano. commanding general of Fort
your body into it," Maguire said. ' will meet at 6:30 p.m
Knox
said "I haven't had any major
and the U.S. Army Armor Center, will host the
ceremony and a
Maguire descnbed his unicy- Tuesday at City Hall Ketth
accidents because, at opposed to
Fort Knox honor guard will assist. The 113th Army
Bailey and Brad Bloemer ot
Band will
cling as hobby and exercise.
a bike where you fall with the
provide bugle and drum music.
Murray -Calloway
County
and soinethink he would like to
bike, you can jump off svheri
Taylor wits the nation's 12th president. He WAS
Hospital will be recognized
sworn into
continua
you fall."
4ong an possible, as the council looks at
office in I a49 and served for 16 months before
the
his
death in 1850.
even
into
Since learning on his dad's
his post-graduate life. app,oval of a bond issue to
unicycle. Maguire hiui increased
When asked about bum-out or fund a porton of the current
Pikeville College looking for flOW prosperity
his one-wheel arvenal by adding
project at the hospital and for
losing interest. he said he has
PIKEVILLE. Ky t AP) - Pikeville
College seems to be better
equipment.
newer model of unicycle and a
off compared with a year ago whcn the liberal
reached the point where he is
arts school was
Greg Carlton will give an
six-foot "giraffe" unicycle, The
facing sagging undergraduate enrollment and
pretty sure his unicyclist status
a battered endoa
execut
ive
report
for
new model is currently the one
Phase
ment.
I
is here to stay.
of the Strategic Benefit
he rides the most, and said he lk
The college's medical a.:hool dean died sudden
ly in 2007, and
Study. The council will also
earlier this year, President Michael Looney
still getting comfortable with
bolted after seven
vote
on
a
resolut
ion authorizmonths on the job. But things are looking
the six-footer.
better tor the four-year
ing the mayor to execute
school nestled in the mountains of eastern
Maauire has yet to attempt any
Kentucky.
documents necessary tor the
"We
arc marketing the fact that we are small,"
obstacle courie similar to what
said former Gov
filing of a Renaissance on
Paul Patton. the school's new president.
he saw cm TV, but said he is
Main grant application with
Now. under Patton, thc school is looking
wanting to 'cam some tncks. He
to bolster enmIlment
the Department of Local
and expand its graduate school options
currently can do a "brnny hop."
, the Lexington HeraldGovernment for the City of
Leader
reports. The former governor is also looking
and has aspirations to add to his
Murray Main Street Master
to increase
donations, starting last month with the
toolbox of unicycle acrobatics.
Plan Project
announcement of a $4.5
million
fundrai
sing
drive
for its osteopathic medicine program.
"There's
'wheelwalking'
•
The
Murray
More than 7(X) undergraduates were
where you put your feet directly
Finance/Personnel
enrolled for fall 2009 -more than 25 percent being student
Committee will meet at 5:30
athletes. Its capacity is about
I ,(XX) students.
p.m. Tuesday in City Hall and
Patton told thc newspaper that adminis
will discuss a sidewalk projtrators are realizing the
medical school serves as an attraction
ect for 15th Street Tho
for transfer students and
IOC Whitepll
could help to boost enrollment.
Public Safety Committee will
Murray. NY 42071-1040
meat at 5 45 p.m. and will
Phone (2701 753-1914
Louisville's vaccination clinic had lesso
hear a presentation from
Fat(2701753-1927
ns
Dottie Kraemer, who is repLOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) - A massive
11,tti
swine flu immunization
Ni/0 a m - SOO p m
clinic in Louisville could he a model
resenting the Clean Air
loami Nat & "mu
for other cities.
Murray
The Courier-Joumal of Louisville
and
Calloway
reported University of
Aloe
County-ASAP and will speak
Louisville researchers plan to present
reports on the two-day clinsomaeteinurraylmiirt.man
about the Coalition for Clean
ic Nov. 11-12 in academic journals.
Grea
Air
Murray
141iiur
and the dangers
Health officials also learned lessons
that could prove valuable
rrillor4smunsrletlart.curn
of second-hand smoke in the
in the future for lannsville.
KYSER LOUGH/Lodger b Times
workplace.
Since learning to ride. Maguire has added two more unicyc
Ailvertiamo hla,
Dr.
Adewal
e Troutman, director of the
les
Louisville Metro
ailo(ihrturYaylmiartriau
to his collection, inCluding a six-foot "giraffe'. unicycle
Ikpartment of Public Health and Wellnes
pictured
s, said officials view the
•
To
report
a
Town Crier
clinic as a practice run, should there
Jill Nepitrim, tlamilkmia Mou
tit his feet.
he a hioterronsm attack or
dem call 753-1916
ImmtlirrHirminYaylmlarrimii
other dangerous outbreak of disease.
the wheel to move. or one
where you have your feet on the
pedals arid lay across the seat.
There's also a kickstart-like
tnck where the unicycle is laying on the ground and you put
one foot on a pedal and the other
underneath the seat and kick the
seat up under you." Maguire
said.
When tax working on tricks or
riding to class. Maguire can be
found nding around town on a
loop that runs from thc corners
of 12th and Main streets up to
12th and Chestnut streets, then
down Chestnut to 16th Street
and down 16th Street to Main
Street again
"Depending on the weather, I
try to do the loop at least every
day or every other day," he said.
"It's really just going out and
nding as much as I can."
Reactions from pedestrians
and motorists have ranged from
ignonng him to suiring or
yelling and hcmking horns. He
said he'll get the occasional
shout ot "that's 11W01011.1er.
see cani slowing down to gawk.
It has gotten to the point of concern for turn, however, as he is
afraid of causing an accident by
being a distraction.
"I was thinking about getting a
t-shirt made that say% •Watch the
on

road!"
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is excited to announce our Annual Toy Drive being held
on
Saturday, December 12th from 9:00 a.m. until 11:30
a.m. at our
office. Any CURRENT PATIENT can bring a new, unwrappe
d toy
(approximately $10 value) and receive a compliment
ary adjustrnent that morning. Please make your appointments early,
as spots
fill up fast.
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Any NEW PATIENT'S that come into our office from Dece
mber
1st through December 24th, will receive a Chiro
practic
Consultation, Exam, and any Necessary X-Rays for only
$27, and
we are going to donate 100% of these fees directly to the
Murray
Family Resource Center. We look forward to sharing benefits
of
chiropractic and giving back to our community!
'You have tne nips to rescind any fres of disccurned

wrihin

72 hOVIS

1710D Hwy 121 N. Murray - 270.753.6100
www.callowaycountychiropractic.com
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From Front
LOUISIdfld di)d Blanche Lincoln
of Arkansas and Connecticut
independent Joe Lieberman agreed to open debate despite
expressing reservations on the
measure Each of them has
warned that they might not support the final bill.
One major sticking point is a
provision that would allow
Americans to buy a federal-run
insurance plan if their state
allows it Moderates say they
worry the so-called public option
will become a huge and costly
entitlement program and that
other requirements in the bill
could cnpple businesses.
"I don't want to fix the problem.s in our health care system in
a way that creates more of an
economic
crisis,"
said
Lieberman.
HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger Times
Old Crow Medicine Show plays to
The sway held by such a small
an enthusiastic crowd of 1,500 at Murray State Universi
ty's
Lovett Auditorium Saturday night.
group of senators has iumoyed
their more liberal colleagues.
who could vote against a final
bill if it becomes too watered
down.
Sen. Sherrod Brown. D-Ohio.
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
said he didn't think rank-and-file
2004. Their tame grew as they years. He said there are a
lot of
Staff Writer
Democrats would feel compelled
played at the Grand Ole Opry,
groups that emulate their sound to go
Fans of Old Crow Medicine appeared
that far. At the same time,
on the public radio
Show
packed
Lovett "Prairie Home Companion." and attitude, from the Avett Brown warned Democratic leadAuditorium Saturday night for a and played
the hugely popular Brothers - who played Lovett in ers not to make too many conrollicking. rowdy two hours of summer
music
festival early October - to Cadillac Sky cessions.
bluegrass and roots music.
"I don't want four Democratic
Bonnaroo in Manchester, Tenn.
and Paducah's Bawn in the senators
The majority of the audience -- They have released
dictating to thc other 56
two other
which totaled about 1.500 - albums, 2(X/6's
of us and to the rest of the coun"Big Iron Mash.
stood throughout the show and World" and 2008's
"Tennessee
cheered. whistled. clapped to Pusher."
the beat and sang along to fan
Matt Parker. assistant facilities
favontes like "Wagon Wheel," manager
for Murray State
"Tell It To Me," "Hard To Tell,- University's Regiona
l Special
"Big Time in the Jungle." Events Center
and Lovett
"Down Home Girl," Woody Auditorium, said
that when he
Guthrie's "Union Maid" arid the first booked
the show in
anti-drug
song, October. he knew there wool('
"Methamphetamine."
The be strong attendance, but had no
group's showmanship was on idea how big
it would be. He
full display with Ketch Secor said he was
glad to end an
and Willie Watson's stage banter already strong fali
season with
and Watson running around the such a popular show
and said he
stage with his guitar between thought word
was getting out
and during songs and even at that MSU was
getting a regular
one point stepping into the audi- slate of importa
nt artists.
ence, which was huddled at the
-les hard to ignore at this
foot of the stage.
point, when we're doing two
According to the band's bio. shows a month and
it's in everythe five members are all from c .te's face," he said.
different states but met in New
"In a good way." chuckled
York and moved to North Mark Welch.
programming
Carolina, where they were dis- director of MSU's
public radio
covered by friends of the leg- station, WKMS. and
co-host of
endary DOC Watson while play- the Saturday morning
roots
ing outside a drug store. They music show, "Music
From the
were soon booked to play at the Front Porch." He
said he reguannual Merle Fest, which led to larly plays OCMS on
the show
them to move to Nashville and and that he thought
the group
record their first, self-titled had played a major role
in startalbum, which was released in ing roots revival in the
last few

For. c anipts-11
st this week after .
tmbat labor'
throughout the
ollowed by cererly Friday
iy the end of the
tsee border
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OCMS plays packed Lovett

1. Uncoil'
Istoncal Society
wrings as having
l't as sure about
tyx pendant Cain 2008 for more
:s in Dallas. the
thitworth said that.
earrings did once
earrings," he said
eb site that "Mary
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put the legislation's cost 5979:
decade and say
would reduce deficits over th
SaMC period while extendimi
coverage to 94 percent of the ell
gible population.
The House approved a versions
of the bill earlier this month on
near pany-lirw vote of 220-2151
Sen Dick Durbin of Illinois
the No 2 Democrat in th
Senate, said the health care bi
must be passed by the end ot t
year so that President BilraC
()barna and lawmakers can dm
their attention to the econo
and improving employme
rates
billion Wier. d

11 Rotary contest ...
From Front
When will the contest end'
"We will count everyone's cash
at the club meeting of
November 26," said Deana
Wright, club treasurer. "At that
time, we'll also open the piggy
bardcs that rnembers have been
contributing to each week unbeknownst to the nominees. Also.
nominees will then have the
opportunity to turn their money
over to whomever they would
rather see kiss the pig. So, the
plot and the fun thickens," she
said.
Where will the ceremony take
place? On the morning of
December 5. the winning contestant and the pig will come to

the Rotary Hiun Breakfast (
pig will likely be nervous)
Then, they'll get on a float
ride near the end of th
Christmas Parade. "We expect:
,
that people watching the parade;
will want to follow that float to:
the courthouse lawn. where thei
ceremonial kiss will occur,said Don Robertson. club direc-,
tor of Special Projects.
The month of November has',
proved to be fun for the commu-.
nity as the nominees compete;
"Each person who contribute4
should have the satisfaction of
knowing that they have helped
insure that a child will never get
the dreaded disease named
Polio," said Reichmuth.
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try -- when the public option hat,
this much Nuppurt — that le public option isi not going to be in
it." said Brown.
The Senate bill would require
most Americans to carry insurance and provide subsidies to
those who couldn't afford it.
Large companies could incur
costs If they did not provide coverage to their work force 'The
insurance industry would come
under significant new regulation
under the bill, which would first
ease and then ban the practice of
denying coverage on the basis of
pre-existing medical conditions.
Congressional budget analysts
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GOAT SHOW:

Don Smith (right) of Taloa, Texas critiques
several goats that competed in Murray State University's
first
goat show, which was held Saturday in the William "Bill"
Cherry Expo Center.
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Palin, the future of
GOP conservatism'?
I'm sure I would like Sarah followed up
Palin if I got the chance to to ask about
meet her We share many things books or a
in common She 1% still mar- newspaper
ried to her first spouse. as am from which
I. She has a Down syndrome she
gets
son. I have a brother with information,
Down syndrome.
ideas
and
We share the same faith and inspiration.
we both like the outdoors. She
It is true
is conservative on economic and that conser-Cal's
social issues, and so am I.
vatives are
In her new book, "Going often asked
Rogue," Palin complains about questions By Cal Thomas
Synoicated
her running mate's handlers, that
are
Columnist
whom she says kept her from never asked
being herself. I have similar of liberals
complaints. Those handlers also and in ways
that seem condekept me from interviewing her. scending and
superficial. But
The handlers are long gone, that is an
opportunity to give
of course, but still I cannot an answer
that can skewer the
get close to her.
questioner while making the
I could either play the vic- point you wish
to make.
tim. or move on. I choose to
Do I wish Patin had more
move on.
intellectual depth like Jeane
But before I do, the Palin Kirkpatrick, Ronald
Reagan's
phenomenon -- for that is what United Nations
U.S. ambassait is because her celebrity flows dor'?
singularly from John McCain's
Of course.
choice of her as a running
But that can be developed
mate -- offers an opportunity if she gets serious
about it.
for conservatives to choose their Because of her
notoriety, she
path to the future.
can surely command the best
Will it be a path of the and the brightest tutors.
angry and disenfranchised outStill, if she is as bad as
sider, or will it be something her detractors
say, why are
of substance that produces tri- they wasting so
much time
umphs in both politics and pol- dumping on her?
One might
icy?
One of the most intriguing
think they would be cheering
The victim thing is getting the prospect of her
becoming things about lawyers to a lay
old. Conservatives have a sig- the 2012 GOP presiden
tial nom- person is this:
nificant presence in virtually inee, thus guaranteeing,
"How do they go into the
in their
every venue they like to mind, a second
term for Pres- courtroom, be on the opposite
denounce.
sides, fight each other, pasident Obama.
That includes government
Victimization plays well with sionately argue against each
(though not this one) and espe- the conservative base
and that's other, walk out of the courtcially the media. Talk radio rules a problem.
room and go have lunch togethand the rulers are conservaIf conservatives don't rise er?"
tives. Fox News Channel dom- from the muck
If I have heard that quesof feeling
inates the ratings.
excluded, disrespected, ignored tion once, I have heard it at
least a dozen times. The abilThe conservative presence and mocked. they will
continity of lawyers to be archenein academia lags, but there are ue to suffer all of
these things.
universities that do not revise
There is nothing like prov- mies in the courtroom, yet be
close friends outside the courtAmerican history and mock reli- ing the worth of your
ideas to room,
is something that amusgious values. Movies? There put the mockers in their
place.
are some with solid conserva- Victimization can raise money, es and sometimes confuses lay
people.
tive principles, such as Sandra sell books and get
one face
Shakespeare even noticed it
Bullock's latest film. -Me Blind time on TV. but it doesn't
when he said. "Come let us
Side.'
advance the ball.
do this day as the lawyers do.
Will conservatives go see
Sarah Palin is a force the
it, or are they more comfort- Republican establishment must Strive mightily' but then eat
and drink as friends."
: able denouncing "Hollywood"? reckon with. She has energiz
ed
How do lawyers do it?
How about reinforcements for a sizable portion of
the GOP
They are taught that in law
'those conservatives already base. If the party ignores
that school.
;"making it" in the mainstream base and nominates another
canUsing the Socratic Method,
'media?
didate in 2012 who is part of
in her interview with Oprah the inside-the-beltway crowd, instructors immediately begin
to pound into the lawyers' minds
Winfrey, the queen of talk asked it could lose.
the notion that what we are
the queen of politics about the
And that would be a dou- talking about are
ideas, prinfamous Katie Couric interview. ble tragedy -- for the GOP
and ciples, interpretations. nuances,
I
thought
Couric
gave
her
ample
the country' -- as President and reasoning.
a,
opportunity to reveal herself and Obarna keeps giving Republi
We are not talking about your
to let viewers see if there was cans issues that make
a con- sister, your ancestry., your
k: substance behind Palin's attrac- servative agenda far more
father's ill gotten gains. your
ts. •
tive exterior.
attractive than the hard-left one accent or the way you part
Couric legitimately tned
he is attempting to impose on your hair.
find out what shapes Palin's the country. Palin's optimis
It's not personal.
m
worldview and what she reads. is refreshing. If she can
sharpThat same young law proPalin couldn't name a single en her intellect, in three years fessor
who picks you out of
publication. Oprah gave her she won't be mocked; she will the class
and grills you for a
another chance. but she never be feared.
whole hour on one case, twist-
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rack up more than $3 million
in questionable expenditures in
three years.
But unlike the guys gone
wild at the Blue Grass Airport
(whose profligacy totaled a
mere $530,000 for a similar time
period), no one at KACo faces
prosecution.
Lawyers in the offices of
state Auditor Cnt Luallen and
Attorney General Jack Conway
couldn't find an offense worthy of a criminal charge (at least.
not one on which the statute
of limitations hadn't n.in out)
in all that S3 million of partying hearty a: KACo.
Why not?
Unlike the airport, where
rules allegedly were broken and
deception allegedly. was prac.-

ing your answers in a way to
make you look imbecilic. causing dark rings of perspiration
to break out on your shirt
underneath your arms. may be
the same professor who you
are playing handball with in
the afternoon.
It's not personal.
We have in this country
what is called the adversary
system. That is, in a court of
law, two sides go at it represented by council, and hopefully these combating forces
will distill the essence of truth
and justice will he done. Of
course, that's the ideal. and it
doesn't always happen that way.
But that's the system under
which we work.
For the system to work at
all, the lawyers must be professional and not take it personally. Of course, that's hard
to do and it doesn't come automatically in law school. It's
an ever-evolving maturing
process with practicing attorneys.
A few years ago, as assistant commonwealth attorney in
Louisville failed this test miserably'. Apparently, after a jury
verdict went against the state,
the lawyer lost her cool, dressed
down one of the jurors and
even physically accosted her.
That prosecutor was fired.
There are not many, but
there are some young lawyers
fresh out of law school who
think that they are God's gift
to the legal profession and the

most brilliant legal
mind since
Blackstone.
Their egos
get in the
way, and
they don't
take
adverse
ruling and
losing ver- Benchmarks
dicts very
By Supreme
well. They Court Justice Bil:
need
to
Cunningham
grow up.
This is
not to say that lawy.ers should
be devoid of their passion, their
emotions. their feelings, and
their strong bias.
As Winston Churchill once
said, it's hard to be impartial
when you are choosing between
the fire brigade and the fire.
For most lawyers, they get into
their case and believe fervently in their client's cause.
These lawyers. howeser,
should always remember that
their zeal must not get out of
bounds to the point where they
become unprofessional and even
unethical.
That's why becoming a good
lawyer is not only a matter of
developing legal skills and
knowledge of the law, but just
as importantly maturing a,s
person and developing ones'
own "professional character"
as well.
Here is another important

IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky' offering a divergent point of view
concerning an issue of importance.
ticed, KACo had virtually no
rules. And there was no reason for deception because the
party was open to all.
While the counties it represents are required to have ethics
codes, KACo had no such code.
So, behavior that might have
resulted in ethics charges at
the county level broke no rules
at KACo.
And local officials atnong
KACo's guys gone wild could
even skate around the official
misconduct statute because
service on the KACo board is
voluntary and thus falls outside the definition of acting in

To the Editor:
Money. money, money.
money, money! What value
should be placed on a human
life'?
Who is trying to put women
as second class citizens again? leading cause of death in
Insurance
companies
and women. Breast cancer affects
men as well as women.
HMOs!
I am a 3 year cancer surMammograms only
for
women ages 50 to 74. unless, vivor. Between a two year gap
there is a history of breast can- when I did not have a mamcer in the family. l think not! mogram a cancer grew in my
Breast cancer is the second breast. Two years! That is all
it took!

OUR

their official capacity.
Taxpayers whose money got
squandered on this S3 million
spending spree have to feel
frustrated that no one will face
charges as a result. They have
to he thinking to themselves,
'There oughtta be a law."
And they're right
There oughtta be a law that
gets bmken when these kind
of shenanigans occur. The fact
there wasn't a law broken this
time suggests the need for
expanding existing laws or writing some new ones.
For instance, although service on the KACo board is vol-

READERS

WRITE
Now insurance companies
decide who gets what kind of
treatment. And who is recommending not to teach women
self breast exams!
Money. money, money.
money. money! That's what it's
all about.
We all need to flood all our

fact to remember. Lawyers cannot represent their clients very
well if they. do not maintain
some objectivity and detachment.
I would suspect that it would
he very difficult for a heart
surgeon to operate on his or
her own mother or child. It
might even impair their ability. If lawyers do not remove
themselves somewhat from the
emotional attachment that tneir
client has to the case, they
‘..annot adequately assess the
evidence, relate it to the court
and jury, and be effective.
Clark Clifford, the Washington power lawyer of yes-•
teryear, once stated,-The toughest thing for lawyer to do is
to tell their client the truth."
In order to do that, one has
to maintain some objectivity.
Lawyers are only' human and
they' too will occasionally lose
their temper, display fits of emotion and become elated or
dejected depending on the outcome of the case.
But all good lawyers learn
to control and ride out these
emotions. adhering to the words
of Rudyard Kipling in "Meeting with triumph and disaster
and treating these two imposters
just the same."
So it is an admirable trait
of lawyers that they are able
to fight ferociously with the
opposing lawyer of ideas, principles. and evidence; but when
it is all over, "eat and drink
as friends."
untary, the members would not
be there if they did not hold
office at the county level.
So. maybe the answer is as
simple as revising the official
misconduct statute to bring service on such boards under the
definition of acting in their
official capacity.
Another possibility would
be to require organizations set
up to represent local governments or elected local officials
to have ethics codes similar to
the ones local governments are
required to have.
But whatever form the law
we ought to have takes, it
needs to hold guys land gals)
gone wild equally accountable
when they abuse their positions of public trust in such
an audaciously wasteful fashion as the folks at KACo.

elected officials with letters, emails, telephone calls and any
other form of communication
available.
Doctors, all health care workers and givers stand for your
patients. as well as for yourself.
We all know what it comes
down to. Money, money, money.
money. money!
Because I care
Phyllis Duckworth
Murray. Ky.
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Obituaries
Frank &Ward Walker
[rank Edward ‘NdAri. 4 3. Hardin, died
Sunday, Nov. 22, 2009.
at 9:05 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical
(Tenter, Mayfield.
He was a deckhand for Hunter Marine
on the
towboat, Danny Whitfield, and was a
member of
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist
Church. His
father. James B. Walker, preceded him in
death. He
was bom Apnl 7, 1976. in Mayfield.
Survivors include his wife, Cynthia G.
Walker.
to whom he was married Nov. 9,
2005: two sons.
Conner J Walker, Hardin, and Seth
Walker.
Greenville; two daughters. Tiffany
Walker.
Greenville, and Latricia Amis, Palma; one
stepson.
Tristian Hodges. Hardin: his mother and
Walltsr
stepfather.
Nancy Walker Jeffrey and Steve Jeffrey,
Pans,
Tenn.: father and mother-in-law, Joe
and Gay Crutcher, Puryear,
Tenn. The funeral will be Tuesday at
I la.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Richard Burkeen and
Pastor Bill Elkins will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Stewart
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral
home from 5 to 9 p.m.
today (Monday). Online condolences may
be made at wwwfuneralhome.com.
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Paillibituaries
David Danielson Urclay

David Danielson Barclay, 89, died on Wednesday, Ott.
28, di his
residence in Mayfield, following a brief illness. He
was born and
completed his high school education in Rockford, III.
He then enlisted in the U. S. Arrny Air Corps in 1941, flew 54 combat missions with the Ninth Air Force, and was
awai-ded the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Air
Medal with Clusters His 97th Bomb Group. of which
he becaune group navigator. received a presidential
citation in May of 1944.
At war's end he enrolled in the Business Administration
School
of the University of Michigan. where in 1947 he won
the NCAA
individual golf championship. and was inducte
d into the
University's athletic Hall of Honor in I 9B7. After
moving to
Mayfield in 1951, Dave was considered for many years to
be one of
our area's best amateur golfers.
He was employed by the Union Carbide Nuclear
Plant in
Paducah for over 30 years. where he was head of the Finance
and
Materials Division at the time of his retirement in 1983. David
was
also d longtime active member arid elder of Mayfiel
d's First
Presbyterian Church.
His survivors include his lovely wife of 63 years. Frances
Nelson
Barclay; his son. Jolui, and his wife, Andrea, of Glens Falls,
NY.
Also surviving are his grandchildren, Briar and Alexandra
Barclay
of Teddington, Faigland, Sirah Barclay Hoffman of
Arlington, Va..
and David and Catherine Barclay of Glens Falls, NY. He
was predeceased by his son. Robert, in 1990.
Contributions in his memory may be made to
the First
Presbyterian Church, Ninth and Broadway. Mayfiel
d. KY, 42066;
Or Lourdes Hospice. 2855 Jackson Street, Suite
5. Paducah. KY,
42003.
A service of celebration and witness to the resurrec
tion will be
held at the church on Saturday. Nov. 28, at 11 a.m.,
and will be coofficiated by the Rev. Dr. Jon Faraone, pastor, and
the Rev. John E.
Barclay. pastor of the First Presbyterian Church of
Glens Falls. NY.

Ewell H. Orr, 88, Paris, Tenn., died Saturda
y. Nov. 21. 2009, at
his home. An Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of
First Baptist Church, Paris, and was a deacon
for over 50 years. He
was co-owner of Paris Hardware for many
years.
He was married March I I. 194i, to Velma
Love
Orr who died ,sov. 21, 2007. Also precedi
ng him in
death were his parents, Charlie Richard
Orr and
Anise Humphreys Orr, four sisters, Exie and
Novie
Paschall, Lottie Pittman and Lillian Page;
two brothers, Elisha and Hafford Orr.
Survivors include one daughter, Lynnet McElro
) and husband,
Jerry, Paris; one son, Randy Orr and wife,
Mani, Carlisle. Pa.: four
grandchildren, Lisa Pauley and husband.
Bill, St. Louis, Mo..
Michael McElroy, Orlando, Fla., Kristi Stivers
and husband, Rob.
Louisville, and Emilee On, Wilmore; two
great-grandchildren.
Gail Wright
Morgan and Logan Pauley; several nieces and
nephews; special
caregivers, Margaret Doogan and Betty Roman.
Wrtght, 61, of Murray passed away peacefully at
her home,
with her faniily present, Friday. November 20, 2009.
The funeral will be Tuesday at I 1 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel of
Born August 17. i 948. Mrs. Vvright war a member
Ridgeway Funeral Home. Randy Orr will officiat
of Green Plain
e. Burial will folChurch of Christ and an active supporter of
low in the Memorial Cemetery, Paris. Tenn.
Heritage Christian
Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.tn. today (Monda
Univers
ity
of
Florence. AL. Mrs. Wright graduated
y) and after 9 a.m.
Tuesday.
from Murray High School in 1966 and also attendExpressions of sympathy may be made to First
ed Murray State University earning an Associate
Baptist Church,
of
313 N. Poplar St., Paris, TN 38242. Salvati
Arts degree. She was retired from Murray State
on Army, 304 W.
Washington St., Paris, TN 38242 or a charity of
Univers
ity
Student
Financial Aid office with 15
your choice.
years of service.
Mrs. Wright is survived by her husband of forty
Mrs. Martha Sue Ryan
one years, Larry David Wright: one son, Jason
The funeral for Mrs. Martha Sue Ryan will be
Wednesday at 2
David Wright and wife, Tammy; one granddaughp.m. in the chapel of .H. Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale will
ter, Brooke LaRee Wright, all of Murray. Her mothofficiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemeter
y. Visitation
er, Oneta Morris; two brothers, Brent Morris Jr. and
will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Wednes
Wright
day.
wife Jane. Phillip Morris and wife. Tonya; one
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Glendale
Road Church niece. Whitne
y. Cooper and husband, Mike; six nephews. Justin
of Christ, Att. Mission Fund, 1101 Glendale Rd.,
Murray, KY Morris and
wife, Shereen: Micah Morris and wife, Abby; Brando
42071.
n
Morris; Matthew Morris and wife, Jessica; James Wright
Mrs. Ryan. 88. Murray. died Friday, Nov. 20, 2008,
and wife,
at 5:25 a.m. Miranda; and Grant
Vi'right.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Wright was preceded in death by her father. Henry
She taught home economics at the former Lynn
Brent
Grove High Morris; her
grandparents, Macon and Amie White and Henry and
School; owned and operated the Treasure House
in Murray; and Bailie Morris.
Visitati
on
later retired as dietitian for the Winslow Cafeteria
will be held from 4 until 9 p.m. Tuesday.
at Murray State November
24, 2009 and also on Wednesday morning until 10 a.m.
University. She received her bachelor of arts degree
in home eco- at J.H. Churchi
ll Funeral Home. Murray. Funeral services will be
nomics from Murray State University. She was a
member of held at Green Piain
Church of Christ Wednesday, November 25,
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Fier husband, Dr. Louis Charles Ryan, and one sister, Reba Mae 2009 at II a.m... followed by burial at Green Plain Cemetery.
Expression of sympathy may take the form of contrib
Overbey, preceded her in death. Bom March 18, 1921.
utions to
in Lynn Murray Calloway County:
Hospice House in Memory of Gail Wright
Grove. she was the daughter of the late Wallace Key
and Maude to 803 Poplar Street.
Murray, KY 42071.
Harris Key.
Survivors include one son. Dow Ryan, Louisville; daughte
r-inlaw, Gingy Grider. Murray; three grandchildren,
Lindsey Ryan.
Yonkers, N.Y., Aaron Ryan. Murray, and Zachery
Ryan, Louisville.

Alene Chficutt Buoy
Alene Chilcutt Bucy, 85, of Murray, died at 6:20
p.m. on Sunday.
November 22 at her home.
A member of Blood River Church of Christ
in Buchanan. Tenn.
Bucy was born May 12. 1924. the daughte
r of William Woodard
Chilcutt and Vera Thompson, Chilcutt. who
preceded her in death.
She was also preceded in death by three
brothers; Eugene, Arlton
and Bill Chilcutt.
She is survived by her husband, William Edwin Bucy
of Murray.:
to whom she was married Dec. 26, 1947 by Charles
Sweat at his
home in Buchanan, Tenn. She is also survived by
one son. Gerald
Bucy and his wife, Robin. of Franklin, Tenn.:
daughters Susan
Plunkett. Joy Lewis and her husband, Jeff, both of Murray.
; grandchildren Melinda Rudder and her husband. Brent.
of Henderson,
Tenn.; Jared Plunkett anti his fiance, Erin Kelley: Jeremy
Lewis and
his wife, Becca; Justin Lewis and Jonathan Lewis all of Murray:
'Beau and Braden Bucy of Franklin, Tenn.;
sisters. Glendora
Thompson and her husband, Otiste; Janice Vaughn. both
of Murray:
Zona Durst and her husband. Don, of Kirksey, Ky; brothers
.
Rudolph Chilcutt and his wife, Naomi, of Buchanan, Tenn;
and
Keith Chilcutt and his wife, Carolyn. of Paris. Tenn.
The funeral will take place at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Novemb
er
24, at Ridgeway Funeral Home in Paris, Tenn with John Dale and
Kerry Lambert officiating. Bunal will follow at New Liberty Church
of Christ in Buchanan.
Pallbearers will be Jared Plunkett. Jeremy Lewis, Justin Lewis,
Beau Bucy, Jonathan Lewis and Braden Bucy.
Visitation is scheduled for today. Monday, from 4 to 8 p.m. and
after 10 a.m. until the time of the funeral on Thesday.

Dems may 'go it
alone' on health care
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
leading Senate Democrat said
Monday his patty is determined
to push through a health care
overhaul bill with or without
Republican support because the
"system is broken."
"We prefer to go at it with
Republicans if we can reach
compromises in some areas,"
said Sen. Charles Schumer, DN.Y. "But we're not going to not

pass a bill."
Schumer
dueled
with
Republican Sen. Kay Bailm.
Hutchison on a network moni
ing news show in the wake of a
key Senate vote Saturday night
that advanced a 10-year. S959
billion health bill to full debate
Hutchison argued that "you're
going to put taxes and mandate,
on business" that would be a
drag on an economy.

Kangaroo tnes to drown
dog, attacks the owner

MELBOURNE. Australia
(API- A kangaroo startled by a
man walking his dog attacked
the pair. pinning the pet underwater and slashing the owner in
the abdomen with its hind legs.
The
Australian,
Chris
Rickard, was in stable condition
Monday after the attack, which
ended when the 49-year-old
elbowed the kangaroo in the
throat.
He said he was walking his
blue heeler. Rocky. on Sunday
moming when they surprised a
sleeping kangaroo in Arthur's
Creek northeast of Melbourne.
The dog chased the animal
into a pond, when the kangaroo

turned and pinned the pet underwater.
When Rickard tried to pull
his dog free. the kangaroo
turned on him, attacking with its
hind legs and tearing a deep
gash into his abdomen and
across his face.
"I thought I might take a hit
or two dragging the dog out
from under his grip, but I didn't
expect him to actually attack
me," Rickard. 49, told The
Herald Sun newspaper.
"It was a shock at the start
because it was a kangaroo. about
5 feet high, they don't go around
killing people."

Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats
Cindy Holt Groomoi
( 111 Totlay For An Apposntmt eit
(270)753-6749
•

Westside Vet
• erinar
Service L.L.P.
1271 Rohelitiott Rd. Smith

!alth care workstand for your
I as for your-

Dr lames Coleman Hart
Dr. James Coleman Hart. 89. of Murray. passed away peacefully
at his borne. with his family present. on Thursday. Nov. 19. 2009.
Born June 14, 1920. he was a member of First
United Methodist Church.
Dr. Hart. an ophthalmologist-otolau-yngologist.
was d fifth-generation physician who retired after
40 years of medical practice in Murray. He was d
surgeon in the United States Army Medical Corps
during WWII. A graduate of Murray High School.
Murray State University and the University of
Louisville School of Medicine. he completed his
residency at Duke University and a fellowship at
Harvard University. He was active in the Boy
Kart
Scouts of Amenca at both the local and national
levels. He was a volunteer physician at two nation%al jarnborees. Dr. Hart was the recipient of the prestigious Silver Beaver award.
He is survived by four children, James Coleman
Hart Jr., William Glen Hart and wife Susan, John
Prince Hart and wife Sharon, all of Murray, Naricy Rhea Hart
of
Bellingham. Wash.: and six grandchildren: Wesley Jetton
Hart.
Susan Conde Hart, Laura Elizabeth Michaux Johnson. Bion Hart
Johnson. Benjamin James Hart and Steven Gregg Hart.
Dr. Hart's wife, Eliz.abeth Rhea Finney Hart, parents. Dr P.A.
Hart and Juliet Coleman Hart, and half sister. Anabel Hart
Mahn.
preceded him in death. Services will be held at I p.m. on Tuesda
y..
Nov. 24, at First United Methodist Church with bunal
to follow at
Murray Cemetery. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
The family will receive visitors from 5 to 8 p.m. on Monday
.
Nov. 23. at Heritage Family Funeral Home. Expressions of sympathy may take the forrn of donations to: MSU Foundation, Librari
es
- In Memory of Dr. James Fiart, Development Center. Murray
. KY
42071: or First United Methodist Church, In Memory
of Dr. James
Hart, 503 Maple St., Murray. KY 42071: or Boy Scouts of Americ
a.
Shawnee Trails Council, PO Box 487, Owensboro. KY 42302.
Condolences are available online at www.imesmillercom.

Four U.S. soldiers die
Afghan bomb attacks
KABUL (AP) - Bomb
attacks and a firelight killed four
U.S. troops in 24 hours in
Afghanistan. the military said
Monday, adding to the growing
toll as NATO and the U.S. consider whether to send more
forces to the war.
Three of the Americans died
in southern Afghanistan on
Sunday. NATO said in a statement. Two of them were killed
in a bomb attack and the third in
a separate firefight.
The statement said a bomb
killed the fourth American in the
east Monday.
The deaths bnng the number
of
Americans
killed
in
Afghanistan in November to 15.
October was the deadliest month

for U.S. troops in the eight-year
war. with 58 dead.
Meanwhile, Afghan officials
said three Afghan soldiers were
killed by a roadside bomb in
southem Helmand province.
The Defense Ministry said
the bombing occurred on
Sunday in Musa Qala district.
It did not give further details
and it was not clear if there was
imy connection between the
Afghan deaths and the American
deaths.
In Brussels, NATO said
Monday it wants allied nations
to commit more forces to
Afghanistan ahead of a U.S.
decision on whether to send
MOre trOCTS.
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Community Thanksgiving Dinner
scheduled at seniors' center

Service News
Nr.o. !„ SC4111411 Jesse L.
Collins, son of Tammy K. and
Kelly R. Collins of Benton,
recently. completed U.S. Navy
basic training at Recruit
Training Command, Great
Lakes. 111.
Dunng the eight-week program. Collins completed a variety of training which included
classroom study and practical
instruction on naval customs,
first aid, firefighting. water safety and survival. and shipboard
and aircraft safety. An empttasis was also placed on physical
fitness.
Tbe capstone event of boot
camp is "Battle Stations". This
exercise gives recruits the skills
and confidence they' need to
succeed in the fleet.
"Battle Stations" is designed
to galvanize the basic warrior
attributes of sacnfice, dedication. teamwork and endurance
in each recruit through the practical application of basic Navy
skills and the core values of
Courage
and
Honor.
Commitment. Its distinctly
"Navy" flavor was designed to
take into account what it means
to be a Sailor.
Collins is a 2009 graduate of
Marshall County High School
of Benton, Ky.

Hickory Woods
Retire n1•n t

C

HAMS:11111W
by Anoka Peeler
We have had a pretty quiet week
except for people coming and going
buying our calendar, We've relaxed
and emoyed watching movies on the
big screen t v As a mann of fact. with
the proceeds of our .:alendar sales,
we've purchased a brand new 47' flat
screen t v. It ts certainly easier to see
than our 12** t.v. that we've had several years We are looking forward to
playing our Wit games on our new one
and watching Christmas merles It'll
be nice having sot:bet/nag new this
winter to en ioy
We had full on Friday making peanut
butter fudge since it was National
Peaoui Butter Fudge Day i But we had
more fun eating it
We are looking forward to sharing the
Thanksgiving holiday with our famihes It's probably one of air favorite
holvdays of the year We dal't drag out
cr do any Christmas
the Chnstrnas
decorations usu.! Trani _giving has
come and gone We don't iselieve
.
- we' ve had
rushing Christmas bet-27,
tune to ear, Thanksgiving However.
the day. after Thanksgiving the huge
Hickory Woods Chrrstmas Tee will go
up along with all of the other decorations It usually takes over a week to
get everyllung fully decorated around
here We hope IV:, going to be extra
7 beautiful this year since we have lots
of new Christmas ornaments and other
purchased
decorations Ethel and
those months ago before everything
was picked over
We want to wish 'Wanda Wills our
evening cook, a happy btrthday'
Happy Birthday Wanda and many
more'
_Nothing eise ioakr of loth hi, how
row dole
Uttrrback Rd • Murray, Ky
Phcrne' fro) 75941.700 • 1-8&5-2.314011

The 5th Annual Community Thanksgiving
Dinner, sponsored by Murray 4:alloway
County Ministerial Association, will be
Thursday, Thanksgiving day, at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Center at
607 Poplar St., Murray. A dinner will be
served from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service will be at II

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Salvation Army unit needs volunteers

Photo provided

HONORED Dennis Noivell, left, was recently honored for his service as chair of the Angels
Community Clinic Board of Directors prior to his move to Flonda. Also pictured. from right,
Mike Faihst, new chair, Donna Herndon, vice chair, Lou Pardy, treasurer and Linda Cavitt, secretary.

New Covenant Christian Academy
plans opening in fall of 2010
HARDIN,
KY.
—New
Covenant Chnstian Academy is
a classical Christian school
opening its doors in August
2010. It will offer a Christ-centerad and biblical worldview for
the students as well as a classical curriculum. This curriculum is based on what is known
as the "trivium" which descnbes
the developmental learning
stages of children through the
disciplines of grammar, logic,
and rhetoric.
NCCA is an interdenominational Christian school which
seeks to serve parents as they
are rearing their children for the
Lord. Thc mission at New
Covenant is to assist parents by
training children to seek God's
truth and provide them with the
tools for a lifetime of learning
for the glory of God. Classical
christian schools like NCCA

a

seek to train young boys and
girls into virtuous men and
women who ultimately become
the leaders of the next generation and generations to come by
impacting the world for Christ.
NCCA will currently be offering a preschool and grammar
school through the 5th grade.
The goal is to one day expand
into a Pre-K through 12th grade
educational
community.
Families who are led to place
their sons and daughters in a
Christian environment as well as
desire a strong aeademic program will benefit greatly from
the services. Financial assistance will also be made available to families with limited
financial means.
New Covenant's founding
board base worked diligently
for the past year. Last year God
granted the board some amazing

BrIng Your Dog by For c, FREE •Pic'ture min Swita
December 5th
- 4 p
10 6

opportunies in which it had
hoped to open this school year,
2009. Yet, God allowed us to
add another year of growth and
wisdom in the foundation of the
school to build a stronger
NCCA for 2010. However, the
vision and call for NCCA came
several years pnor as some of
the founding board members
searched scnpture and felt the
Spint impressing upon them to
provide their children with a
biblical worldview through an
educational setting as well as in
the home.
NCCA is a private school
which will soon become an official non-profit corporation in
the
state
of
Kentucky.
Although the school is not afftliated with one specific church
or denomiation, NCCA will be
housed in Hardin at Hardin
Baptist Church.
Preregistration will begin Jan.
4, 2010 and runs through midFebruary. To find out more
about enrollment interested individuals can go to the wetisite at
www.nccaky.org or call 27°437-3902.
A "Coffee and
Questions Evening" is also
being organized for the end of
January to serve as a time of
fellowship and to answer questions about New Covenant
Christian
Academy. More
infomiation about the event will
be available through the website
as
plans
are
finalized.
Registration
will continue
throughout the spring as the
school prepares for an amazing
school year in the fall of 2010.

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regularly scheduled Bndge on Nov. 18.
Wiinners were Shirley Wade.
first. and Janice McAlister, second.
Bndge will not be played
Wednesday because of the
Thanksgiving holiday,
The next day for Bndge will
be Wednesday, Dec. 2, at 9:30
a.m. Members are asked to call
Shirley Wade, hostess. at 7532220 to sign up to play.
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The Calloway County Salvation Anny Service Unit is seeking
volunteers to ring bells on Fnday and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. each day at Wal-Mart. The proceeds will go toward the local
service unit's budget of meeting comrnunity needs, Persons may.
contact Kerry Lambert ai 753-7265 and leave a message if you are
interested for one or more hours dunng this weekend. Additional
opportunities in the following weeks will be announced soon.

Support group will meet
Death of a Piu-ent Support Group will meet tonight (Monday) at
7 p.m. For more information contact Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education will have a group discussion on
Tuesday t 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway Count);
Hospital. For infomiation call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, at 762-1296.

Breast cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Center for Health & Wellness Classroom. For information contact Angie Hutchings at 435-4614.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
Murray Chapter of TOPS /616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For inforrnation call Sheila at 227-1723.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray The public is invited.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6.30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Eiltet from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Calloway alumni has fundraiser
Calloway County Alumni Association is holding a fundraiser
again this year of Amish baked goods from Schlabach's Bakery..
Orders will need to be turned in by Monday, Nov. 30, and will be
delivered on Dec. 16. For a complete list of items available or to
place an order contact Sharon Furches at sfurches@mchst.com or
call 293-8151.

CCHS Committee will meet
Calloway County High School Curriculum comminee meeting
will be today (Monday) at 3:15 p.m. in room 408. Topics to be discussed include the future of history and appreciation of visual and
performing arts and block scheduling verses traditional scheduling.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and blood sugar screenings oxiay
(Monday from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Lowe's Home Improvement.
Murray.

Murray Bank plans promotion

Ladies of the
Oaks

TO ANNOUNCE
AN EVENT CALI
L 752-1916

k

Dinners will be delivered to those unabie
to come to the center and transportation is
available for those who need YI ride. For a
delisered meal or a ride, call the center at
753-0929 by Wednesday. To volunteer or
make a donation call Rev. Rose BogalAllbritten at 293-9490.

The Murray Bank has a promotion for the Relay for Life. Thcy
have cookbooks for $10(note corrected pnce)and new crop halves
or pieces of pecans at $8 a bag or 2 for $15 at both branches of the
bank.

Angel Alert issued
An Angel Alen has been issued for a cnb for a family. Anyone
having one to donate, call the Little Lakers Family Resource Center
at 762-7410.

Events needed for guide
Any organization, business or individual who would like an
event featured in the official 2010 Murray Visitor Guide's event calendar should contact Erin Caine() at the Convention anti Visitors
Bureau. The guide is sent to print in early December and will be las
circulation for all of 2010. Ms. Carrico can be reached by can*
759-2199 or mail at erincarrico@tourmurray.com
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107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri 9 a.rin.-.5 p.m., Sat. 9 amt.-3 p.m., Closed Sum.

Donations
being taken
Share the Hope is collecting
items and monetary donations
for its annual trip to the moun.
tains in eastem ky.
The group will be leaving it
8 a.m. on Friday. Dec. I I, anal
distribution will be Saturday
Dec
12, to Jackson 01
Breathitt County.This will be
the 25th tnp to the area.
The is an area of the state
where unemployment and family hardship is extretnely high.
At this time no more used
clothing is needed.
Items needed include food.
new underwear. socks, female
personal
productS,
diapers,shoes, coats, toilet
paper. cleaning supplies and

MI See Page 7A
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WKAS announces
Senior Medicare
Patrol Program
West
Kentucky
Allied
Services, Inc., a pnvate nonprofit
Community
Action
Agency operates the Senior
Medicare Patrol Program fot the
purpose of providing information to seniors and/or caregivers
about Medicare issues..
The SMP program recniits
and teaches senior volunteers
and professionals such as: doctors, nurses, accountants, investigators, law enforcement personnel. attorneys. teachers and
others to hlelp Medicare and
Medicaid beneficiaries become
better health are consumers.
Volunteers work in the two
communities of Calloway and
Graves counties and in local
senior centers, as well as WKAS
offices to help identify deceptive health care pracices. such as
doule billing, overcharging. or
providing unnecessary items to
consumers.
Medicare Open Enrollment
started Nov. 15 and ends Dec
31. Each year Part D plans
change what they' cost and what
they cover. Now is the time for
people with Medicare to review
the changes bemg made by their
current plan and compare it to
otbcn to make aure it still meets
their needs.
Those who don't have prescnption drug coverage can also
enroll in a drug plan during open

would like an
ide's event calm and Visitors
r and will be
:hed by

ions
taken

enrollment.i All people with
Medicare should: 1). Review the
2009 costs for their current drug
and health plan,(Look at premium, co-pays and deductibles),
2). Compare the cost and coverage to other plans in the area.
(Check to see if the plan covers
their medicines, works with
their pharmacy and doctors. and
covers the services they need),
3). Choose a plan that meets
their needs. Review your plan
and act early to avoid any inconvenience at the pharmacy counter in July.
Now is the time that SMP
Volunteers can assist individuals
who are trying to determine
what type of Medicare Part D
policy they need. This is done
by providing options to individuals for a policy that most meets
their needs. Some individuals
whose income is at poverty level
may be eligible for a subsidy
from the federal government to
pay a major portion of the
monthly pnemium. SMP volunteers can also provide options
and assist with recomrnending
which policy might be best for
them.
If you need assistance you
can contact Tony Dowdy.
WKAS CSBG Diector/SMP
Coordinator by phone at either
1-800-294-2731 or by calling
the WKAS Central office at
(270) 2474046.

President Clinton's optimism
carried by school shooting
survivor 12 years later
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. President Bill Clinton spoke to a
heartbroken nation during his
weekly radio address, just days
after the Heath High School
shooting in West Paducah on
Dec. I, 1997. A 14-year-old
gunman, Michael Corneal,
killed three students and wounded five others who were praying
in the school lobby that morning.
"We may never know what
drove the son of a respected
church elder to extinguish the
lives of classmates bowed in
prayer," the President said. "But
in the aftermath we've seen
great heroism, generosity, and
love...One terrible act could not
poison the deep well of goodness West Paducah has drawn
upon in this moment of grief."
Missy Jenkins Smith, nor of
Murray. Ky., has gracefully earned the President's optimism
since then, despite being paralyzed from the chest down in the
shooting As the 12th iumiversary of that day approaches,
Missy continues to be an ambassador of peace. love, hope and
happiness.
"There aren't too many people

who find their purpose in life at
the age of 15, but I found mine
through that tragedy," Missy
said. "I try to do a/I I can to help
people realize that a kind word
or action, no matter how big or
small, can have a profound
affection du fism of others and.
ultirnately, make the world a
better place."
Missy, ncw 27. is married with
a 2-year-old son, and has another child due in April. She works
full-time as a counselor in a day
treatment center for troubled
youth and is active in her community, recently' helping obtain
funds for a playground for the
disabled. She also speaks regularly at schoois and corporate
functions about her amazing
journey the past 12 years, and is
the author of "1 Choose to be
Happy: A School Shooting
Survivor's
Triumph
Over
Tragedy."
Her book delves deep into her
life. from the initial physical and
mental struggles of being paralyzed that she faced as a teenager, to her face-to-face visit in
prison a decade later with
Carneal.

•Donations .
From Page 6A

family. Anyone
Lesource Center

general personal hygiene items
for everyone.
Monetary donations may be
.
sent to: Share The Hope. 481
Vancleave Road. Murray, KY.
42071
For more information on pick-

".okl.,4.i

ups or where to bnng items call
Founder/ President Phillip Lynn
Rogers at Share The Hope 270753-1001 or Carlene Chandler
at 731-247-5187. If no answer
please leave a message and and
your call back number. The
deadline for collection is
Wednesday, Dec. 9

RIM provIded
Pictured are the second semester senior nursing students
at Murray State University who presented a special
project at Mason Hall.

Senior nursing students hold special session

The second semester senior nursing students at Murray State University held an
Evidence Based Practice project showcase
and a Community Assessment Poster
Session on Monday, Oct. 19, in the auditorium of Mason Hall.

GOLDEN POND, KY -Small game hunting season
opens at Land Between The
Lakes
(LBL)
National
Recreation Area beginning
December 1.
All hunters (age 16 and older)
must have an LBL Hunter Use
Permit. an appropriate state
license. and observe applicable
state laws and LBL rules regard-ing hunting zones and safety
precautions.
Details concerning dates of
the hunting season, bag limits,
and other hunting information
can be found in the LBL Small
Game & Waterfowl Hunting
Infortnation sheet available at
the Golden Pond Visitor Center,
North & South Welcome
Stations (closed for the season
beginning Dec. I ), by calling I 800-LBL-7077 or 270-9242000, or on the Internet at
ww w.lbl.org.
Small game
hunters who hunt with dogs
should be aware of information
regarding LBL's mid-January
trapping season. also included
in that publication.
Land Between The L,akes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with Friends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. LBL information and maps are available
on our website at www.lbLorg
or by calling 1-800-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. We encourage visitors to review our website each season. and throughout
the season, for our Calendar of
Events, updates on programs
and policies, and temporary trail
and road closures. You can
find out more about Fnends of
LBL at www.fnendsofiblorg.

Call 753-1916
to subscribe

7A

the depanment of Health and Human
Services, Dr. Corky Broughton, chair of the
nursing department, Dr Michael Perlow,
several nursing faculty, parents of students,
fellow' students. and Jenny Rottinghaus with
visiting alumnus.

BUY 1 GET 1
50% OFF
STOREWIDE!
Let II IIMON 16 1/4 LAP Adip vea
adiA foie lezeooreiat aids.
10.1 eiLie reale ala ettiaes 00,
400 Main

"Ow Pew CAtheasas iOasteeriaute

Street • Murray, Kentucky •(270)767-0007

Let FNB know what you are
Thankful for this Thanksgiving Season!
Post what you are thankful for

on FNB's Facebook Page
and you could WIN a
Flip Ultra Camcorder.
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The sudents i.;:anned this project from start
to finish as a part of their leadership and
management class. Topics included were
policy and procedure developmentg and
changes based on current research findings.
Others in attendance included the dean of

LBL small
game hunting
seasons begin

e is collecting
tary donations
to the mows-
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1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-1240
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Lsoklel Back
Ten years ago
Lockhart will be miu-ned for 50
Published is a picture of David
years Nov. 28.
Timmons and Kyser Lough.
Forty years ago
members of Boy Scout Troop
Published is a picture of
45 of Murray who We're pre- Tommy Marshall, project chairsented their Eagle Badges. highman. and Bill Daughterty. secest award in Boy Scouting at a retary.-treasurer. of Murray OptiCourt of Honor at First United
mist Club making plans for CushMethodist Chun.h The photo- ion Sale by the club_
graph was by. Staff PhotographElected as officers of the New
er Bernard Kane
Hope Homemakers Club at a
Births reported include a boy
meeting at the home of Mrs.
to Ricky and Angela WIC' and
Robert McCage Jr., were Mrs.
a girl to Bettie and Neal Whit- James Hutson. president. Mrs.
worth, Oct. 17. and a boy to
Michael Miller. vice president.
Beck and Kun Murphy. Oct. 19. and Mrs Isaac Grogan, secreMurray State University Ractary-treasurer.
ers won 53-0 over Kentucky
George Buniette, internationWesleyan College in a football
al known blind pianist, will presgame. The Racers finished the ent a concert at Murray State
season with a 7-4 record
University on Nov 24.
Twenty years ago
Fifty years ago
Ky. Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
Sgt. First Class Vincent I.
has appointed George FAi (Pete) Filippo is serving with
the 50th
Waldrop of Murray as a mem- Infantry division of
the United
ber of the Kentucky Develop- States Army in a
spetial heliment Finance Authonty to serve copter tactical
exercise at Wildin a term expinng July 1, 1993. flecken. Germany.
Gladys Mane Cain Jarrett of
Mrs. George Hart was the
Murray has been named as the speaker at the
meeting of the
1990 Kentucky Mother of the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter
Year at the 35th annual conven- of the Daughters
of the Amertion of Amencan Mothers Inc. ican Revolutio
n held at the home
at Pennyrile Forest State Park.
of Mrs. C.W. Waldrop. Recent
Births reported include a boy: binhs reported at Murray Hosto Elisa and Tim Puckett and a
pital include a boy to Mr. and
boy to Glenda and John Seaford. Mrs. Gerald Alderdice and a boy
Nov. 21.
to Mr. and Mrs. W'ayne Smith.
Thirty years ago
Sixty years ago
Dr. John E. Mylroie has been
Sherwood Potts, farmer of
recognized by' Murray Optimist Calloway County, has
been
Club for his contribution to devel- named as winner of the
Calopment of youth of Calloway
loway County Corn Derby for
County'. Dave Howell. president, producing I 1 1 89 bushels of corn
made the presentation.
to an acre of ground, according
Juanita Lynn and Olive Steele to 0.S. Wall. chairman of the
presented the program at a meet- derby.
ing of the Garden Department
Murray State CcIlege Thorof the Murray Woman's Club. oughbreds lost 10-7 to Western
They made vanous arrangements Stale College Hilltoppers in a
for fall anti Christmas from live football game at MSC.
greenery. and dried materials.
Jack London is serving as minMr and Mrs. Hester Thomas ister of Almo Church of Christ.

Man's daughter's are more
than woman wants to handle
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating "Charlie' for almost a
year. We both have children
from previous relationships. He
has recently been talking about
mamage, but as much as I
care for him. I am reluctant.
When my daughter, 'Mitt"
was
kinderganen. she
was
diagnosed with
ADHD.
I
went
through
some rough
times.
It
took al! I
had to raise
her and her
By Abigail
younger
Van Buren
brother. Mia
is now 13 and finally starting
to overcome her ADHD issues.
The problem is Charlie's
daughter (age 8) has ADHD
far worse than Mia's was, and
his other daughter (age 61 has
an eating disorder,
Charlie divorced his wife
just before we began dating,
and he became a single parent_ He has never parented
alone. His wife was the primary caregiver to both girls.
Charlie does take the advice
I offer and has tried to change
his disciplinary habits, but only
when I say something. And
he doesn't take his younger
daughter's disorder seriously.
I would like to stay with
him, but -- and this is going
to sound awful -- I don't want
to raise his high-maintenance
kids. I feel I have served my
time as a parent to a child
with special needs. Caring for
his changes all the rules I have
established for my own chil-

Dear Abby

Today In Ilstery
By 'Ilse Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 23, the
327th day of 2009. There are 38
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History On Nov. 23, 1765, Frederick
County, Md., beciune the first
colonial entity to repudiate the
British Stamp Act.
On this date:
In 1804. the 14th president of
thc United States. Franklin Pierce.
was born in Hillsboro. N.H.
In 1889, the first jukebox made
its debut in San Francisco. at the
Palais Royale Saloon.
In 1903, singer Enrico Caruso
made his American debut at the
Metropolitan Opera House in New
'foil. appearing in "Rigoletto."
In 1936, Life, the photojournalism magazme created by Henry
R. Luce, was first published_
In 1943. during World War II.
U.S forces seized control of
la AN el'V" E3

Tarawa auld Makin atolls from :the
Japanese.
Iry 1959, the musical "Fiordlot" starring Tom Bosley as legendary' New York Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, opened on Broadway.
In 1963, President Lyndon B
med
tnou
ion of
John F. IC.ennedy,
In 1971, the People's Republic of China was seated in the
U.N. Security Council.
In 1980, some 2,600 people
were killed by a series of earthquakes that devastated southern
Italy.
In 1996, a hijacked Ethiopian
Airlines Boeing 767 crashed into
the waves off Comoros Islands,
killing about two-thirds of the 175
people on board.
Teri years ago: In a plea met

with scant applause and silent
stares, President Bill Clinton told
ethnic Albanians in Kosovo that
"you must try'- to forgive Serb
neighbors and stop punishing them
for the terror campaign of Slobodan Milosevie. Defense Secretary'
William Cohen called for a milreview of conduct after
study. said up to 75
of blacks
rue minorities reported experienTing racially offensive behavior
Five years ago: Opposition
leader Viktor Yushchenko declared
himself the winner of Ukraine's
disputed presidential election and
took a symbolic oath of office.
(He won a court-ordered revotc
in December 2004.) Viacom agreed
to pay a record $3.5 million to
settle dozens of government investigations into allegations of indecency' in its radio and television
programmi ng
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Choosing the right OTC
for the common cold .

dren They re beginning to wonDEAR DR. GOTT: Boy, do eral times a day
der why his daughters are treatuntil the sympI get confused I feel as though
toms subside
ed more leniently and, "If I
I am coming down with a cold.
Nasal congestion and allergies
had done that, you'd have punWhen I went to my local drug can be treated
with the assistance
ished me" is something I hear
store to get something to treat of a mild
saltwater cleansing soluall the time. -- BURNED-OUT'
myself with. I found countless tion for the nose
which should
MOM IN TEXAS
shelves filled with lozenges, antiease congestion. A neti pot for
DEAR BURNED OUT:
h st amine s , the nnse can be purchased at your
Your signature says it all. Have
stuff tor a
local pharmacy
you heard the saying, "If it
sore throat.
Fever can be treated with
ain't broke, don't fix it"' You
congestion. ibuprofen or acetaminophen
runny nose,
and Charlie have a wonderful
A headache can be quelled
aches. pains.
with aromatherapy Simply wet a
relationship right now. You can
fever
and
washcloth or small towel Place
enjoy him and help him out
every other
it in the microwave for about 15
when he needs it, and you're
symptom
seconds to warm Remove, roll
still free to absent yourself
under thc sun
the towel and dot each side with
when his girls become too much
I was so conlavender oil Sit back in a comfor you.
fused that I
fortable chair and place the cloth
Marriage is a package deal.
came home
over your forehead or around your
If you combine households feelwith a new
neck_ Lavender can be purchased
By
ing the way you do, it would
bottle
of Ir. phartnacies and health food
Dr. Peter Gott shampoo and
be unfair to yourself, to Charstores.
• '
SOMe
lie and all four of the chilI SSUGS
Now, on to yout local pharWhere
do
I begin so I can make
dren. I advise against it,
macy. Read labels for more inforthe nght decision?
mation. Be sure to check that
P.S. If you haven't already
DEAR READER: You're not
your choice will not interact with
mentioned to Charlie that both
the first person to be confused
any other medications or medical.
his daughters need to be under
by the plethora of treatments avail- conditions you may have. When
a doctor's care, I urge you to
able for almost any malady. Let's
all else fails, read the front of
do it.
see if we can make some sense the container and select the
one
DEAR ABBY: Our 24-yearof it all.
that best describes yrour symp—
o,c1 daughter. "Tiffany," still
A rule of thumb is to keep things toms. Headaches, muscle pain arid
lives at home. When she was
as simple as possible. Most com- fever respond to acetamino
phen !
out of work for six months,
mercial cough suppressants con- or ibuprofen. nasal congestion
to,
tain an ingredient called dex- sprays or antihistamine pills.
we paid all her bills.
/la
tromethorphan, which will not help sore tru-oat to maximum-strength
She has become very dis'
:
with
coughs
caused
by
smoking. lozenges. and allergies to lortarespectful to me and my husasthma
or
emphysem
a The com- dine.
band. The atmosphere in our
ponent should not be taken in
Be sure to include additional :
home has become so toxic that
conjunction with some medica- fluids in your diet and get pleibi
we asked her to move out.
tions, and shouldn't be used by
ty of rest if you have any symr:
When we told her, she threatpregnant vvomen or those who tom.s of cold or flu. As I've
said.
ened us by saying if we make
may become pregnant during treat- repeatedly, if you treat a cold,
it :
her move we'll never see her
ment because of possible nsk to
will take you a week to recover.
again.
an unborn child. If you have a If you let it run its
course, it
I am overwhelmed with the
cough, consider tea with honey
will take seven days. If you confeeling that I have done someor lozenges that don't contain -- tinue to find yourself confused
medication as alternatives.
thing to make her behave this
about what to take or not Oaf.:
A sore throat can be treated
way, and I can no longer funcspeak with the pharmacist
•1
with a warm saltwater gargle sevtion normally on a daily basis.
I'm extremely depressed, and
I desperately' need advice on
how to proceed. -- HELPLESS
IN MARYLAND
Nest stealer
ruffs. draws trumps and leads the
Both sides sulnerablc
DEAR
HELPLESS: Is
king ofclubs. West can hold up once,
NORTH
but must win the second club, after
Tiffany on drugs? Does she
'•6 2 .."!
which
a club, diamond or heart
have emotional problems that
IIPQ .1 5
return hands South the contract.
have prompted her personali•I09875
Nor is it any better for West to
ty change? If the answer is
•Ql 10
cash the ace of diamonds or ace of
WEST
EAST
clubs ai tnck two. The diamond ace
yes, she needs professional
•
41 8 3
sets up de,Iarer's king. while on the
help and should be allowed to
'AKIO 8 4 2
119 6 3
play of the club ace. South unblocks
stay only if she agrees to it.
•A .1 2
•Q 6 3
the club king to ensure scoring
If the answer is no., then your
•A 7 5 3
4.9 8 4 2
dummy's Q-1.
SOUTH
"mistake" may have been in
Gordon, however, found thc win:A
7
K
Q
7
10
5
9
4
ning
defense — and she did it withbeing so lenient and gendtgus
outseeing
south's cards. After cashthat your daughter may
f •K 4
ing the heart king at trick one and
it's her right to stay on
41(K 6
not* her partner's three — denying
The bidding:
own terms indefinitely..
'd doubleton
she nghtly concluded
West
North
East
South
that declarer had a singleton hcan.
You are entitled to respect
I V
Pass
Pass
4
Visaalizing
the
actual setup (or
and peace of mind in your
Opening lead
king of hearts.
one similar to it), she !shifted to a low
own home, so stick to your guns
l-his deal occurred in thc 1996 club et mck two! Declarer won with
World Olympiad Vviimen's Teams. the king, drew. trumps and returned
and don't cave in. Tiffany isn't
a
The heroine Vo aS Dianna tiordon of club. Now. howev.er, Gordon
going to disappear from your
was
Canada. who made a brilliant &fenable
to
win
and
play
the
heart
ace.
lives forever. In fact, if her
sis e play to deleal a game in her leaving South with no recourse
After
behavior is any indication. I
team's match against India.
rutting. declarer ran her spades, but .
Eves with all the cards in view. it the defenders scored two diamonds
predict she'll be back the minute
is not easy to sec how South can lse
at the end for a one-trick set.
she needs money, if not before.
prevented from taking 10 tricks at
Gordoa's low club return had
Dear Abby is written by
four spades. It is true that declarer
much to recommend it. If her partici:
Abigail Van Buren, also
has four apparent losers -- a heart. a
had the king. all was well, while if
club and two diamonds
known as Jeanne Phillips,
but West declarer had three or four clubs
seems certain to he forced to yield
including the king, nothing would bc
and was founded by her moththe garne-going trick to South at
lost ooe way. or the other. But if
er, Pauline Phillips. Write
some point during the play..
South had the hand she actually. held,
Dear Abby at www.DearAbFor example, it West starts by
a low club at trick two was thc only.
playing the K-A of heans. declarer
by.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
way to defeat the contract.
Angeles. CA 90069.
Tomorrow: The sure road to success.
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Crosswords
1 Musical work
6 Built-up
11 Lignt benders
12 More lofty
14 Swimmers'
units
15 Kauai dances
17 After yr. 1
18 Had lunch
19 Disencumber
20 Zeta 'ollower
21 Loch —
monster
23 PC key
24 Rip
25 Felt boots
27 Errand
28 Cellist Yo-Yo —
30 Metal source
31 Serenade.
maybe
32 Nebr. neighbor
33 Scope
35 Ladles
36 Diamond or
Simon
37 Machine tooth
2

1

3

38 C
mhaec
nukscripts
42 Letterhead

Answer to Previous Puzzle

43 fS
,lrish part
arb
o
tabm
44 — Enterprise
45 Billboard
46 Runs away

REM
MEM
PAD

DOWN
1 Take the
podium
2 Gas mains
3 Lisper's
problem
4 Lodger's need
(abbr.)
5 Wood residue
6 Dark
7 Interstate
ME

15

c

KO
I13

i9
e Iii

25 ill

BUT IT 5 HER
6RANDMOTHER

8 Kid's ammo
9 Indy racer —
Unser
10 Fruit picas
11 Diagram
13 Pa anted

aliff

ill ill

1
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SOMETIMES,WHEN YOu WALK
SHE WAVES AT YOU, AN0
BY THE HOME OF THE 61EL
j
YOU WAVE BACK
YOu LOVE YOU CAN SEE HER
1- __2(.______--..
5rANDir46 BY THE WINDOW _
' ft-
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M0120
MORE
OMMW
SMOCK:IMO

48 Employees
49 Removed the
pits
51 Overdoes a role
53 Dragon
constellation
54 Lock or curl

11

E

Wig

Dr. Gott

ACROSS

HOW-0 vOu LIKE TO MAD A
POSI-CARO 50HEONE SENT TO
VOLQ NEIGHSOg WOOOL.EY/
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Murra, Ledger & Times

1

16 WWVV
addresses
20 Help-wanted
abbr.
22 Go rancid
23 Make a hole in
one
24 Not these
26 Skill or craft
27 CBer's "bear"
28 Crazes
29 Revised
31 Good disguise
34 Pen brand
35 Rotunda's
crown
37 Belief
39 Piario pieces
40 Dots in the
sea
41 Recipe amts.
43 Waugh or
Baldwin
46 Rx monitor
47 Clique
48 Furrow maker
50 Uh's cousin
52 Polite addr
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,
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COLLEGE HOOPS:
MURRAY ST. 84.
N.C. CENTRAL 61

Racers
roll NC
Central
MSU ENDS
FIRST HAI,F
WITH 15-0 RUN
• FASU Swots kienesdeis
MIAMI, Fla. — The Murray Statc Racers used a big rim
at the end of the first half to
set up an 84-61 win Sunday
over North Carolina Central in
the Coaches vs Cancer Classic
in Miami, Fla.
After NCCU tied the game
at 24 with 5:00 remaining in
the half, the Racers put their
defense into high gear and finished it with a 15-0 run.
After two Ivan Aska free
throws, MSU got a steal and
a three-pointer from B.J. Jenkins plus another jumper to take
a 31-24 lead with 3:06 left.
Donte Poole got an offensive rebound and basket that
was followed by another steal
and easy two by Danero Thomas.
Jeffery. McClain and Isaiah
Canaan each hit a pair of free
throws for a 39-24 lead for the
Racers at the half.
MSU's lead grew to 21 points
with 15:00 remaining when the
score was 54-33 after a Tony
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MICHAEL DANN / Ledger a Times
Murray State wide receiver Patrick Robinson
can't hold on to this pass in the end zone late
In the first half Saturday at Tucker Stadlum In Cookeville as TTU's Taron Ryce (26)
and Caleb Mitchell (15) defend on the play.

RA.CE1RS' TUMULTUOUS SEASON
COMES TO END IN DEFEAT
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — In
a slightly sarcastic world, it
was a fitting ending.
Once the foundation for what
Matt Griffin began four years
ago, 14 seniors took the field
one last time Saturday in
Cookeville.
But last week was anything
but an appropriate way to send
out the seniors in style as their
head coach was fired on Monday- and their team left in limbo.
If the Murray State footbali
team was the detenoraung building it had become known as,
then Tennessee Tech was the
wrecking ball.
Golden Eagle head coach
Watson Brown and his crew
lowered the boom on the Racers' season in a 45-14 blowout
at Tucker Stadium.
Still, the Racers showed Saturday they still had some fight
in them.
The Racers (3-8, 2-6 OVC)
came out with a purpose in the
first quarter as they answered
a ITU scoring dnve with a
nine-play, 80-yard drive of their
own. The drive was bolstered
by the strong running of senior Charlie Jordan who nrthed
for 36 yards on four carries,
including a nine-yard scamper
around right end for the touchdown.
The momentum may have
turned just moments later as
the Racers attempted a surpnse
onside kick that was there for
the taking, but rolled out of
bound.s to give the Golden Eagles
excellent field position.
It was a play which interim
head coach Mark Lister really
wishes would have paid off.
"It was a tough week and
obviously it's tough standing
here nght now having to look

FOOTBALL
STAIIMINIS
School.
OVC(Ovoid)
Eastern
6-2 (8-3)
Tennessee Tech 5-3 (6-5)
Eastem Kentucky 5-3 (5-6)
UT Martin
4-4 (5-6)
Tennessee State 3-4 (4-7)
Austin Peay
3-5 (4-7)
Murray State
2-6 (3-8)
SE Missouri St. 1-7 (2-9)
Jacksonville St. 6-1
(8-3)
Saturday, OcL 31
Jacksonvele St 34 Eastern Kentucky 26
UT Martin 48 Austin Paay 38
Tennessee Tech 45 Murray State 14
Southern Woes 42. SE Missoun St 24
Saturday, Nov. 26(FCS Playoffs)
Eastem Minas at Southern litnots 1 p rn
back at that ballgame.: Lister
said. "We had a huge missed
opportunity early'
not getting
that onside kick. If we would
have got that, ; really. believe
that would have changed the
whole outcome of that game.
"It was that kind of opportunity that has come back to
bite us all year long. Those
opportunities where we can
change the momentum or change
the outcome and it just hasn't
happened for us."
MI (6-5, 5-3 OVC) used
the field position to march down
the field in seven plays to take
a lead they would never relinquish. The dnve was just the
stan of 38 unanswered points
rattled off by the Golden F,agles.
The Racers kept it in the
family on their final scoring drive
as freshman quarterback Casey
Bmckman connected on a pair
of passes to older brother Tyler
that covered 27 yards. The drive
ended with the younger Brockman finding Marcus Harns in
the end zone for a 10-yard
touchdown.
Jordan led the Racer ground

SChoof
OVC(Ovaiall)
Murray State
0-0 (3-1)
Eastem
0-0 (2-1)
Jacksonville State 0-0 (2-1)
Tennessee Tech
0-0 (2-2)
Eastem Kentucky 0-0 (1-1)
Austin Peay
0-0 (2-3)
Morehead State
0-0 (1-2)
SE Missouri State 0-0 (1-2)
UT Martin
0-0 (1-2)
Tennessee State
0-0 (0-3)
Last We
No-thwestem 69, Tennessee State 62
Souiheast I.Assoun 70 Northern linos 64
Ausbn Peay 69 reagent 67
Murray State ad North Cafc4na Centat 61
IseWit
Faxtegh Dockcson at Eastem Kentucky
5'00 p
Murray State a, Ftoncla !mar-national
6:00 p rn
Oakland at Tennessee Ted,. 7000M

WOMEN'S HOOPS:
MURRAY ST. 85.
EVANSVILLE 77

Racers
extend
home
streA to 21
DEFENDING
MVC CHAMPS
FALL AT RSEC
Sy
Saorb Messinallies
*Ille Murray State women's
basketball team had to fight
past a seven-point halftitile
deficit to earn its 85-77 win
over Evansville in the Regional Special Events Center.
The victory extended the Racers (4-0) histonc home winning
streak to 21 garnes. good enough
to tie North Carolina A&T for
the No. 4 spot on the NCAA
DI women's basketball list of
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger Times active nome court streaks.
All-American and Buck Buchanan Award candidate
"To get a win against the
Austen Lane brings down Tennessee Tech running back Garrett Demetrous In the second
half Saturday at Cookeville. defending Missouri Valley ConLane had 10 tackles for the Racers In the losing effort.
ference champions is exciting,"
said head coach Rob Cross. "The
attack as he rushed for 90 yards toward the end, it just got out
players playing out of position reason for the win was the
and a touchdown on 19 car- of hand and it was just one of
all afternoon. Erik Fennell ied defensive energy in the second
ries. Brockman finished the those day:. a lot like last week,
the unit with a game-high 14 half."
game by going 12-for-22 for where we had kids beat up,
MSU save career performtackles. All-Amenca defensive
122 yards and a touchdown
ances from a trio of sophoout of breath and just strug- end Austen Lane
recorded
10
Harns was the favonte target gling to stay in there. I
hated stops, including 1.5 tackles-for- mores, with Rachael Isom leadof the quarterback as he had to watch it and I hated it
for loss. Tamar Butler added 10 tack- ing the team with 26 points.
six catches for 61 yards and a those kids because this is
one les in a very gutsy effort that Mallory Schwab added 16 and
touchdov.
Knsten Kluempers added 13
of the best group of 'charac- saw him virtually
play on one
"I thought the offense came ter' guys I have ever
points and eight rebounds.
been leg the entire second half.
out and moved the ball extreme- around:*
Evansville opened the first
"We have such great senly well," Lister said. "I was proud
half with a 4-0 run before the
The Racer defense was decof them for that, but there imated with injuries
See FOOTBALL, 2B
and hail
▪ See WOMEN,2B

2B • Monday, November
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23, 20119
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COLLEGE HOOPS:
KENTUCKY 92,
RIDER 63
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Wall,
Patterson
lead Cats
past Rider

Haverstock Insurance Agency
' NOW& ear

peolect votes Atli()
- .to$ heifer ih.-ese we.t7on,
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MHS recently held its gide
soccer banquet (TOP) Back
row: Emily Benson (Senior
Leadership),
Shelby
Johnson (Sportsmanship),
Carly
Mathis
(Senior
Leadership).
Morgan
Graham
(Career
OK
Shutouts), Sara Darnell
(Senior Leadership). Front
row:
Morgan
Steiner
(Comeback Player), Sarah
Crouch (Defensive MVP,
Comeback Player), Libby
Trevattian
(Senior
Leadership). (MIDDLE) Sara
Darnell (Mallory France
Award, MVP). (BOTTOM)
McKensie Tucker (Most
Improved), Lindey Hunt
(110%
Award), Victoria
Verburg (knpect Player),
I
tstR Hudeon
(Offensive

rnursday's Games
Miami 24 Cardin. 17
Sunday's Games
Detroit 38, Cavelane 37
N V Giants 34 Atlanta 31 OT
Dean 7, waerengion 6
Omen Bay 30. San Francisco 24
Indlenepolts 17 Brannore 15
Kanede pay 27 Fatsburgh 24 OT
New Onsens 38, Tampa Bay 7
Jacksonval• it &Melo 15
Minnesota 36, Seattle 9
Arizona 21, St. Louis 13
New England 31. N Jets 14
San Diego 32, Denver 3
AI 20 Cincinnsk 17
Philadelphia 24, Chicago 20
klonday's Gams
TV11101110111 at Houston. 8 30 p m

Thursday, Nov. 26
Green Bay at Detroit, 11 /3 a m
Oakland at Dallas, 3 15 p m
N Garin et Denver, 7 20 p m
Sunday, Nov. 2I
Marro st Buffalo. noon
Carolina at N V Jets, noon
Seattle al St Louis noon
Tainc..a Bay at Atlanta, noon
ociNnepols at Houston. noon
Clemiand al Cincinnati, noon
Washington at Pfillactelpne. noon
Kansas City et San Diego. 05 m
Jacksonville at San Francisco. 3 05
p
Arizona al Tennessee 3 15 p m
Chicago At Minnesota 3 15 p m
FhltsbLigh at Beihmore 7 20 p m
Monday, Nov. 30
New England st New Orleans'
30
r7

program art great kids, too.
There are SOMC great young play-

ers on this team that are going
to improve and once that championship is won here, there are
14 seniors that deserve a big
slap on the back because it was
the foundation that they laid
that the championship was built
on."

II Hoops
From Page 113
Easley fast break dunk.
However NCCU did not go
quietly,
'Their 15-2 run cut the MSU
lead to 62-53 with 7:53 remain-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks

Each additional family member just 5125'

2010 MEMBERSHIP' WITH UNUMITED CART USE
Stng10 $ 1 SOO
Each additional family member $325*
*Family membe,being a spouse
of chat' 18 years o,younger

Winter rate* now avadablel
18 hOlea With golt cart lust

$26!

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

_•

doesn't want another relapse
following a secorKI histonc win
that has the Wildcats bidding
fer a high finish in the South-

eastern Conference.
Brooks said Sunday that he
hopes to make Kentucky's 3427 win at Georgia this past
Saturday as much of an afterthought as possible as the Wildcats prepare for thelr regularseason finale against Tennessee.
'The only thing I'm talking
about to my team is beating
Tennessee, that's it," Brooks
said
Kentucky won for the first
time at Georgia in 32 years.
Earlier in the season, Kentucky won its first game over
,Auburn since 1966. only to lose

to Mississippi State two weeks
later because of what Elmoks

called a victory "hangover."
"A lot of pe,ople lost faith,"
Brooks said. "But we have a
second chance. You don't get
a lot of second chances in life,
but we got one."
A win over Tennessee (6-5,
3-4 SEC) would place the Wildcats second in thc SEC East
betund top-ranked Ronda.
"This would be a significant
step for us, as we climb the
SEC ladder," Brooks said. "The
top thing is finishing a.s high
as we can."
Kentucky (7-4, 3-4) has not
beaten Tennessee in 24 straight
seasons
Brooks described the Volunteers as a talented football team
on offense and defense.

ing.
The Racers got control of
the contest in the final minutes
and took a 14-point lead on a
Tony Easley inside basket with
4:32 remaining.
When Isaiah Canaan hit a

PFP PM0101200
1200

Book Your Holiday Parties in Our
Private Meeting Room!
Live Music this Tuesday, November 24th
Rovvn Jr/ the Mcish
Dine In or Corry Out

I a.m.- Midnight • 759-8866 • 1005 Arcadi
a Circle
www.blgopplomurruy.com
-w11=111•411alw'41111111MW1111111wRI.471111111111111WEINIF.—

er

ie

Wan

Racers got on the score board,
with a three from Isom with
18:44 remaining in the half.
The rest of the half the Purple
Aces (0-3) either held as much
as an eight-point advantage or
let MSU tie the giune, but did
not allow the Racers to gain a
lead. The Racers tied the score
at 18 with all 8-0 run over a

PFP PA40103004
3000 Wa't

'281"

'429"

PFP RA0105001
5000 Watt

PFP PM0106500

'689"

'885"

6500 Watt

Murray Auto Parts

1300 North 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071

three with 13.1 left, the Racers were able to end the game
with their largest lead of the
night.
Jenkins led the way for MSU
with 16 points, with 13 coming from Aska and 10 from
Thomas.
The Racers (3-1) will finish
their trio of games in Miami,
Fla., Monday at 6 p.m. central
time against the host Floncia
International Panthers

Women

Winter Is Coming...
Don't Be Left In The Dark!
PROFORtE'm GENERATORS

270-753-4424
1-8004321-3367
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From Page le

two minute span, but then saw
Evansville regained its advantage with a 7-0 run of its own
in a two minute period.
There were several spans
during the half where neither
team scored and both used runs
to cut or gain a lead. With two
minutes Anaining in the first
half, the Racers had cut their
deficit to four (35-39), but the
Purple Aces again stopped their
momentum and scored the final
three points of the half to take

error Muir

reeponetai
inween. A
ea mews

Woodmen ot

iors and I i.an state over and
over and over enough how much
they has,
: meant to this program,- Lister said. 'Itose guys
that are going to inhent this

2010 MEMBERSHIP FEES
Single $550

Mon.- Sat, I

leanciteat CONPVIENCE
East
• L T Pct
DoNM
7 3 0 700
Philadeplus
4 0 030
N Owns
6 4 0 800
Washington
3 7 0 300
SOAR
W L T Pct
Now °neon.
10 0 0 1 000
Atlanta
5 5 0 500
Carolina
4 • 0 40C
Tampa Bay
1 9 0 100 .
North
W L T Pet
Minnesota
9 1 0 PM
Omen Boy
6 4 0 SOO
CAtittego
4 6 0 400.
Detroit
2 8 0 200 7
West
W L T Pet
Antona
7 3 0 700
Sar Francisco
4 6 0 40D „
Seams
3 7 0 300
St Loiks
9 0 100

Lite insuranct

From Page 1

Brooks wants Wildcats
to focus on Vols

7

stational Football League
At A Mance
By The Associates Press
Ail Tones CST
AMERICAN CONIRERIDOCE
last
W L T
New England
7 3 0 703
Miami
5 5 0 500
N v Jets
4 6 0 400
BMW°
3 7 0 303
Soulh
W L T PM
Indianapolis
10 0 0 000
Jacksonville
6 4 0 600
Houston
5 4 0 556
Tennessee
3 6 0 333
North
W L T Pat
cesoinnee
7 3 0 700
attseburgh
6 4 0 800
Bellmore
5 5 0 500
Cieweiene
1 9 0 100
West
W L T Pat
San Diego
7 3 0 700
Denver
6 4 0 600
Kansas Clly
3 7 0 300
04004111,0
3 7 0 300

Football

COLLEGE FOOTBALL:
KENTUCKY 34, GEORGIA 27

MEM0/0
1
OOLF COURSE
t

achemen
tne NW int

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentacky center DeMarcus
Cousins sav: Rider's Brandon
Penn pull up from well behind
the 5-point line and stretched
every last inch of his 6-foot11 frame in an effort to get
a hand on the hall.
Guarding an opponent 22
feet from the basket isn't something 'Cousins does often. And
he: plowed into Penn as the
ball clanged off the nm, but
Cousins' effort perhaps the
surest sign that Kentucky coach
John Calipari's message to his
(earn that it needed to get senous about defense had come
through loud and clear.
laying with the kind of
interitty sorely. lacking in its
first three games, No. 4 Kentuaty roared past the Brorics
92:63 on Saturday. hardly lookIli like the club Calipari called
the 'worst" defensise team he's
seen in 20 years following narrow -:escapes against Miami
(011kr) and Sam Houston State.
Ite Wildcats (4-0) held
Rider to 31 percent shooting
ikcluding just 4-of-17 3polnkrs — and added 10 steals
and
blocks in easily their
mdsf'complete game of the
seiskt.
2`Ittere has to be a sense
ofidgency defensively, we had
thit :today,' Calipari said.
:The urgency was necessary
after Kentucky allowed the
Bear%ats and the RedHawks
to :cbrnbine for 33 3-pointers
wfiilimearly upsetting the Wildcats earlier in the week, games
that proved to be eye-openers
for binth Calipari and his players. "
The coach said he was
'embarrassed" by his team's
aharhY and let them'know about
it during a film session on
Friday.

'

%harm.
, I.

a 42-35 lead into the locker
room.
"Our defense in the first half
was abysmal," Cross said. 'The
best thing about it is that I
didn't have to say a word to
the team in the locker room at
the half. They knew what they
needed to do and they came
out in the second half and did
just that."
MSU opened the second half
sconng with a three fmm Isom
and in the first three minutes
cut the lead to tv,,o points.
Evansville then turned up the
intensity arid quickly increasei
the lead back out to eight ;vim
ove.! the next minute. The Purple Aces pushed their lead out
to 11 points, with just over
14:30 to play, but the RacerS
were not done fighting. With
Evimsville leading 63-53 with
just under 12 minutes to play
MSU started a 19-3 run to take
its first lead of the game, 7266, over the next four minutes.
The Racers continued 46
increase the defensive press
on the Purple Aces and b
their lead to as many as
points. MSU kept the defeirsive pressure on high throu*
the end of the game, never It4
ting the advantage drop be104
seven points on its way to
85-77 victory.
After shooting just 39.4 percent in the opening suinza,
Racers went 16-of-32 (50 per
cent) in the second half whllt
out-scoring Evansville, 50-35;
The Purple Aces had opposite

results in the field-Lzoal perceniage charts, hitting 59.3 percegt
in the first half and 38.5 it
the second.
A big key to MSU's victo
ry came on the boards, as dte
Racers earned a 38-25 rebounding advantage, including an 117
2 mark on the offensive side
The Racer. return to lacy
Georgia State and either Troy
or Morgan State at the Geop
gia State Thanksgiving Tournii;
ment, Nov. 27-28
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ACCOUNTS receiv
able/customer sevice
clerk Full-time with
benefits Send resume
to PO Box 1040-M

Help Wonted

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society
Is looking for a full-time
Administrative
Assistant to work in our
West Kentucky State
Marketing
office. This position
will work 40 hours a
week, M-F and otters a
competitive wage plus
a generous benefits
package
Including
health, dental,
V181011,
401k, pald
vacation
and sick
leave

EXPERIENCED meat
cutter Appiy at Murray
Sav-A-Lot, 805 S. 12th
St.

It you are interested in
fhis professional position with a quality company
that has been in business since
1890,
please appey on-Ilne at
www woodmion.org or
contact
Grog
Robertson at 270-7534382.
wOODMEN OF THE
WORLD LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY IS AN
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
BRITTHAVEN
Benton Is currently
accepting applications
for full-time and parttime days and afternoons LPN positions
Wb also offer an
excellent borate pack.
ago MA( ne licensed
in the Staus of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Brittheven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 841 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

NEED temporary help
with odd jobs. Some
medium to heavy lifting 761-0133

SPECIAL!!!
ixl 5

NOW taking applications in Our
Food
Service Deportment.
Cooking ana baking
experienced preferred
but will train. Apply at
Glendale
Place
Asalatect
Living
Community.
905
Glendale
Road.
Murray, Kt'

cOuld.be yOUFS
lot ONLY.585 •
pvi month
up to 20 wordS
(2/0)/53-19.16

aides
Far Sib

Due to the Thanksgiving
holiday our classified
deadlines have changed:
*Tuesday Nov. 24th is Monday

Service/Saiss
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3666
an *Buy
ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3833
BUYING old U.S. Com
collections
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Munay.
WANT TO BUYUSED GUITARS.
AMPS a PEDALS
(270)339-4092

Nov. 23rd 0 10.00am

REGULATION Bumper
pool table. coin clot
accessible S775 27°227-7268

LARGE
SELECTION
11.10 ly

11111111AN(

(270) 7S3

*Friday November 27 is
Tuesday Nov. 24th 0 11:00
*Saturday Nov 28th is Tuesday
Nov. 24th 0 3.00

I

Cl$11 HIM

Ly

rip..

, LEDGER&IIMES

2 Rockford Fosgate
10" subs and Planet
Audio amp 0 400w.
ported box and wiring
,ncluded S250 00
270)227-6900
HOLIDAY hue & vegetables by the case.
Wholesale pnces
.
,70-227-4259

ty,

1713

Furnishings
3 piece oak big screer
TV entertainment cen
ler solid wood excellent condition. Retails
$1.200. priced S500 1
solid pine entertainment center holds op
to 37 TV tvvo shelves
behind doors, retails
5,800, priced $300
(270) 761-2356
MAIN SY111.1t I
tIfINISNINC:1-i
401 MAt111-`.. I
-

ill) II./

150 Massey Ferguson
tractor, new paint gas.
power steering, new
toes 500 Ford diesel
rontor, power steenrig,
new paint 3600 Ford
tractor, diesel, power
steering. new tires,
new paint We do
repairs & painting.
Walker's Equipment
270-623-6363
270-705-2907
%wood
Firewood for sale $40
rock, deli.ered
492-8266
Firewood. 293-2487

oku

BABY Grand Pianos,
black,
white,
mahogany, wry nice,
54,600 4. tax delivered
437-4432
Homes For Sais
12 x 85 2BR 1 bath
nice house S4500
Includes move and set
up 270-994-1595.

*Wednesday Nov. 25th is
Monday Nov. 23rd 0 1:00

2

2001 Patriot 11340
3E3R, 2BA, vinyi siding,
Northern insulated,
nice (270)019 2525

Avoid intlationary coot
Luck

LARGE 3BR
753-6012.

pnce, single pay or
payment plan

Irrry.aable Medicaid
Approved

You err treponsible fur the deductible that
Medicare dlee not pay $1,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B Call me for more Information

Homes For Awe

GIRL'S Trek 25' bike,
stereo tmtbl/speakers.
Tnumnn/ing hard top.
small TV's Cali
753-7927 after 6:00
Pm
LOCAL
sorghum
Mosasaes
(pt/qt)
Turnips. turnip greens
and other assorted
greens
(lb/bushel)
Also 4-sale 40-60lb
feeder pigs (270)2277625 for dtrections to
term.

- PREPLANNING Dana, Willoughby
Pre-,Arrarietinent Sercialisr

Lou V. MeGary
Dues Your Policy Pay i00% of
:he Deductibles?
MEDICAR.E
SUPPLEMENT

COZZI

PRESCHOOL
DIRECTOR
Kingdom Kids
Learning Center
licensed preschool is
now receiving applications for a Director Training will begin
April 1st 2010
Preschool located at
Westside Baptist
Church
For more infarinalion
call Director Dorothy
K Rogers
(270) 753-8698

L_MDM COMPUTERS

---- INSURANCE

tOld Uncle Jeff's Buddin 1

PROPERTY
FULL OR PART time
Management
housekeeping. Murray Company is now hinng
Plaza Lodge Apply In
a full time Leasing and
person after 7:00PM. Marketing Manager
No phone calls.
Candidate must posFULL-TIME oppe HS sess basic computer
knowledg
e Beneftts'
grads ages 17.34. Full
pay. benefits, training, Drug Free Workplace'
Backg
round
30 days vacation/yr, S
Screening•
Equal
to, schooi No sap
Opportuni
ty
Employer
needed Call Mon•Fri
Fax
resumes
to
1800- 777-6289
(270)759-3005
MAINTENANCE Tech PT custodian position
Campus S',119/3 PT
available.
Flexible
position Student houshours. Make inquiries,
ing property seeking
send resume. First
qualified individuals
Presbyterian Church.
Basic
maintenance
1601 Main
, Murray,
knowledge, HVAC cerKY 42071
tification,
plumbing/ 270-7536480
electncal knowledge,
pool expenerice a plus,
computer knowledge
Rotate on-call shifts
Comparable pay and
AGNES'S
Cleaning
benefits. Fax resume
Service Residential,
to 270-767-1814. FOE. Business
E xperienced
referMAX Arnold & Sons is ences available
Cali
currently seeking Fuel for estimate
insured &
Desk
Customer Bonded 556-4287
Service
DEPENDABLE
&
Representatives at BP
Truck Stop, Murray. affordable childcare.
436-2102
, 293-9794.
Position includes cash
register
operation, HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
assisting customers A.
YOU
providing
NEED YOUR HOUSE
excellent
customer
service. CLEANED?
Competitive pay, 401k
270-293-5806
and tuition reimburseWILL sit with elderty
ment. Please apply at
Have references
2185 US Hwy 641N., 270-227-5069
Murray or print application
at
wwwmaxhietnet. EOE

Ouallhed candidates
must possess strong
computer skills and
previous
experience is preferred Recent college
graduates are welcome to apply

0

Trends SI Treasures Mall

risis Premed

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for youi Full time and
part tare positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

iiiSINESS II SERVICE 111111;0101

LING

"AFFORDABLE"

$2.6 St IL nder
. .•
Designer Inspired • ,.
Handbags & Jewelry ...•
Booth 066
If
'New items added weekly•

RN - Full Time - Days M - F
RN - Full Time- Afternoons M - F
We otter competitive wages and an excellen
benefit package Must be lice +sad in Me
State of Kentucky
Apply In person at Britthavon of Benton
2807 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified
Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashle
y Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. •
Fax:'753-2927
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J.H. Churdull Funeral Home

ran IMP IN C LA1M FILING FOR brr CL/12111
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY acrri
Terry Isaicsilkarre Isaacs Oueums

$295

1 OR 2br apts. nos
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1I3R Apt, scene utilities
paid, no pots.
$27Ohno. 787-9037
1BR, 1BA apt. w/d
$350
2BR townhouse w/d
S455
Please call Hamlet
North Apartments
753-7559
1BR, price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex in city
eamiliat prIvacy. stoat
redeoorated.
hige
heating & air equipment. W/d hook-up,
willing to furnish w/CI
Stove,
reingerator
included
No pets
$465invc.
270-767-1176
2BR duplex
C/H/A,
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9608
2BR Duplex.
aii
appliances. newly
remodeled.
(270)753-0259
2BR near MSU, appliances
furnished,
CM/A Colerran RE
753-9898
4BR, C/H/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898
Calloway Garden
Easel Downs
Apartments
1503 Diuguid Dnve
Murray. KY 42071
Onr and 1\yo
Bedroom Apartments
270.7.43-8554
TDD 1-100.343-11133
EaL 213 i
6
Epri

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large 2BR
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances
C/H.A,
water, sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed
3673 mo
293-7404
EXCEPTiONALLY
rice. large 1 bedroom
with all appliances
including washer &
dryer Cali
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085
Extremely nice ono
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash, ard furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Onty
S550/mo.
You won't find a racer
or cleaner apartment'
(270)492-8211
LARGE 38R apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/1-1/A, W&D
S600 water, sewege &
trash furnished. no
pets 759-4696, 2934600
NEAR university Like
new large 2BR C/H/A
Low utilities Quiet
VVhat you've been
looking for Se40•
deposit
(270)978-0913

WHAT 1_$ MEDICARE
ADVANTAGE?
it Is an alternative to a

( %NW SI 1'111 (11 %NINA.
Ol• .q,11111
1
111,
NIDI N I I X1

Medicare Supplement.
Please cali me for an appointment

f.ONIN11 RI I XI

75 i 92.24
Pi ‘4,1 ‘‘ mi

Ron SallIn
Annual Enrollment Begins Nov. 15
Medicare Supplement Services
Phone (270)759-1585

\

K Nit

OM %I

SINI I

Cell (270)210-2533

PM{

I II %%KS I Oli 1111 It I:1 SI%11%

s

Call FILStephens. or Ashley ‘lorris
at 753719-1 6'
anci place our ard.t0L-1,1 !
For Pint
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
Wo accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Fnday
!Thane 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opporianity
TDD *1-B00-648-6056
SPACIOUS 3BR. 2BA
close
to
campus.
includes rralor appliances. wood tile & carpet floonng Allow cats
270-293-2707
II II. 1 .1. Nit.o "ill. or

3- 4 BR bnck, Jacuzz
tub, hardwood, gas
logs. remodeied, nonsmoking, no pets
S675/mo 759-4335

WAREHOUSES
1850 St fit, 121S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5S6.?

3BR, 1-Bath in city,
stove. refrigerator furnished. W&D hook-up.
(270)753-7522

‘4.100,

Itt t

3BR. 1-1/2 bath. newly
-renovated,
1517
Glendale. S750/mo
no pets Call after
4 00p m
(270)554-3457

rag
t
ess
FectleTtli

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

AKC Shih-Tzus, vet
checked. first shots, 1
male, 1 female. 5350400
i270)851-3943
(2701908-1961

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Cantor ef 121 1 (Andel*.
16X11132 10115 341
(2711436-2324
12701 293-6906

SMALL 2BR, 1 mole
from city limits Deposit
& Lease hlo pets
$425
753-6156
WATERFRONT For
Rent. 2BR, 2BA, completely furnished. More
info go to www.hamItnlakeretreatky.com or
436-5091

)19 N.

TON VI .1
AKC registered &due
boxers,
-male, 1
female.
$50 each
Needs good home
227-5166

HOUSE with garage
tor rent in Hazel, KY,
must have references
S450 month • 4.450
security.
(270)978-7441

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray In Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator,
stove
Very
quiet. All utilities paid
including
electric.
5600/mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

COMMERCIAL Wieling for lease Free
standing building MIA
parking Great location
in Murray $350iper
month Available 12/1
Call now 615-478-4724
761-0133

KEY MINI

BEAGLES for sale. Tn•
color. around 2yrs. old,
running clogs. $200
each 270-293-1862

Armee.

PFIEMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
i'Securit; alarmed
•Safe & dean
.We sell boxes'
*We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

CHIHUAHUA
pups
$100 Papillon male
pup $125. Welsh L.orgi
female pup. S150
270-748-5575.
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

•

:mow

°f
6

Subscribe to the

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109

1,1:',6
1 6:R
1 &TIMES

2BR brick, appliances
furnished. No pets
753-0726. 994-3308
2BR, IBA, CHA,
Apple. WI) hook-up,
quiet country, no pets
Call after 5. 227-4113
2BR, stove & refrigerator, dw, w/d hook-up,
C/H/A S550/mo. 1 yr
lease 1 month deposit
No pets 753-2259
270-527-8174

.
•

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 ino..-----ll311.116
3
eas.
6 nio.
$4.1.110
1 yr......---.3111&80
1 yr.
.... $110.e0

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(2701 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am 4pm M-F

Rest of KY/T'N

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 coo
$73.1111
_$70.30 3 ma
6 roo.
MAO
yr......-__.$120.00 1 yr.
,Por•ou

P..cluroso

st4sarl

1
ec,,k
(.N.'hun

Money Order

Visa

IbIK

1

need SOIMO. herd, tc,
110,4r yomr 1101112

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

I St Addrea4

1
I

City
I State

Zip

Daytime Ph

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

_

•

Mail thts coupon with payment
Murray Ledger & Timer.
P.(1. Box 1040
Murray, KY 420'71
tir
(270) 753-1918

e

a
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FULL blooded &irks
old. German Shepherd
puppies First shots
and wormed $125
293-1745
GERMAN Shepherd
Pui7Otes $250-ea
Y°n°9 PuPPes
lemates/S500
maks/400.
vaanatecf
(270)247-5799
(270)148-5909

CLASSIFIEDS

RENOVATED
48R
IBA horns near hospital. Beautifui hardwoocVtlie floors, sunroorn, basement, appliances, new CM/A.
2,200 sq ft. $8.00U first
time
horns buyer
rebate 270-761-1317
$89.500

Murray Letion & Timm f a.r
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1

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT
SALE!
2 ACRE LAKE
LOT
WI FREE
BOAT SLIPS!
Just
$24,90C1
WWI

$59,900
Located on 160,000
acre recreationai lake
in Kentucky.
Ertioy swimming pod.
walking tails, private
park, more.
Excellent financing.
Call novo 1-1300-7043154 x 3348. icylakesale corn

Pah

USED TIRES

(all 75,3-5606
Cara
05 Nissan Sentra SE-R
Spec V Sedan 40,
blue, 6-speed, a3k
miles $9.750. Can
270-559-5153
03 Cadillac CTS.
loadeci, 143k miles,
runs groat Perfect first
car. $6,500. 293-5055.
2002 Chrysler PT
Cruiser. good miles,
loather, heated seats.
power sunroof, loaded
la). S5.200. 2006 Foid
Focus, sliver, 5-speed,
58,000 rniles, $6250.
270-752-0756.
1998 Olds Achieve
ia7k, now tires, V6,
good interior, local
owner $1,500.
270-761-2358.
97 Carnry, 193k-rnees,
needs some work,
$1,000 obi) 978-1569
1976 Triumph 1416,
yellow, 83K miles.
$12.100. Cell
270-227-7268.
{

Used Trude

1987 Dodge Dokota
6cyt. automatic, new
tires,
runs
good
Perfect work truck
Clean title, Seil cr
trade $900 otio.
270-978-9034

,

2BR, 2BA
2-cer
garage, brick, excellent
condition & neighborhood. 1402 Calallna
Dr., Murray. Reduced
&120,000 obc.
978-1844.
38R, ISA investment
rental
house. 713
Sycamore.
Murray
$550 gross monthly
rent. $60,000 ebo.
978-1E44.
3BR, 2.5BA. brick,
2,800v sq. ft , 5 years
c4d, 5 acres Lynn
Grove area. 435-4687
ENET
,
IGY saving new
nome. 2.244 sq.it
under roof, 38R, 2BA.
(oath ceilings). 2 car
garage, concrete drive,
patio & front porch, ne
city taxes, S8,000
rebate, first time buyers. 210-3781.
559-2032.

1

2008
Graystone
Metaliic Chevy Z71 text
cab
28,000-mees,
condition,
greet
&24.000-0bc. Call
270-S94-0401

I .k.'kt
I AWN, sf evit I
mutt._ 'stilimorit,L.,

•

2007 Caiumet Way
48R 3 SBA. see it
onime at
2007calumetway corn
767-0106

CAM.Y_ELTIMN
POEMIERAINC CCU
It..

20,}970- 1 701

CHADWICK Cawing
Ready io serve your
celeOretton neede
Contact Cheryl
Chadwick
(2701492-8266

NJ

11,000-SO.FT horne in
country. 6BR. 6BA,
Indoor pool. gymnasium, (26' tail ceiling),
5acres lake, lots of outside decks. 5 acres up
90acres. 559-2032

[111-16.14
st.LiAro_t
414 E & LAWN
CARE
LSSIONAI
ed h.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
750-5511
Chuck Van Buren

4,41

7 acres with 14x70
house tra4er & horse
oam, set up to board
horses.(270)869'4653

.111ff...• AVM
•

Ledger & limes

Don't Forget

Hanes For Sall

TWO tree Onside only)
spayed cats'
They must stay together and go to a very
gooct home Thev
have been & are very
loved family pets, but
must find a new home
Also have Cockabels
tor sale!
Iwo vs/cage $100.00
(unsure of gender)
Two w/out cage
$70.00 They also
MUSt stay together.
FOr mformetion please
contact Chances•
227-0999
Red Estee

u

.

Ira CU ff1111
,14;

,
AiiN Id.

7!i3-1816 227-061
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screenect Porches
-Garages
eNater & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Homei Mocoe Home
Repair
436-5517
YOUta AD.
COUI
8E.
-4111.RF. F •OR
.01.:11.1" 4,75.00
vierNiti
I. Al 1 753,19lb
. _

'Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 nova soma
Res., Com , & lnd
Licensed & Inswed
1 A11 jobs - big of small
'21:2101_
436-21167 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured. Emergency
293-1118

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
NEW 2,100sq.ft. 2BR. iunk & tree work
2BA, 2 car garage,
ALL carpentry concounty gas/water in
struction. Remodeling,
Murray, hilltop acre
additions, all home &
$144,000.
mobile home repairs.
270-519-8570
metal. roots. decks.
much more LarryNew 24
'
,
ammo 2274)587. 753Bedroom bosses to
2353
Rivertleid Eatatts.
ALL Carpentry. Drywall
& Finishing. 20 plus
BG Real
year& references. tree
Prot
estimates
293-7872
270-227-4078

(270)619-5313
•Cereflecl •Portabie
•Aluminurn *Stamens

County
Development
•Track hoe, dozer,
Wickham work a septic
systems. top soil &
gravei tor sale We
build you a Nome to
Sulks your Needs
27'0-210-3781
270-559-2032

bpi* vp oat aldwoo you Iwo dripped at Vto
away Lodsor & now.bra onestatoosniat,avow
niont *polo,special molars In IN olosolllodo eta

ViCerrIFICY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

LiirdiR&DiEs

1001 Whltnell Ave. Hann: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(270)753-1916

6 world powers press Iran on nuclear issue

By SLOBOCIAN IJDOC
Associated Press Writer
BRUSSELS
(AP)
Representatives of six world
bRYWALL repett & powers urgod Iran on Friday to
painting. Free esti- accept a U.N. plan aimed at
mates 270-873-9916
delaying its ability to build a
nuclear weapon, as the head of
the U.N. nuclear watchdog
agency warned Tehran not to
miss the opportunity to resolve
the dispute.
An EU official said there was
no mention of imposing sancFUTRELL'S Tree
tions against Iran for its refusal
Service
Trimming,
removal. to halt nuclear enrichment activsturr,p grinding, fire- ities at the meeting of senior
wood. insureo
U.N.
diplomats from the
489-2839
Security Council's five perma'lilt's,
s. 1
nent members plus Germany.
\1 1\ At .I 111 N, I
-These things are a matter of
timing, and this was not the right
time for it," said the official who
asked not to be named because
of the sensitivity of the maner.

talks in Brussels involved
political directors - foreign
ministry officials below ministerial level. The United States was
represented by Undersecretary
of State William Burns, and
Russia by Deputy Foreign
Minister Sergei Ryabkov.
The talks came just a day after
a day after President Barack
Obama said the six nations will
develop a package of serious
new punitive measures in coming weeks. He did not give
details.
On Wednesday, Tehran indicated it would not export iis
enriched uranium for further
processing, effectively rejecting
the latest plan brokered by the
International Atomic Energy
Agency and aimed at delaying
Iran's ability to build a nuclear
weapon.
Under the IAEA plan, Iran

would export its uranium for
enrichment in Russia and France
where it would be converted into
fuel rods, which would be
returned to Iran about a year
later. The rods can power reactors but cannot be readily turned
into weapons-grade matenal.
A statement issued by the
political directors expressed disappointment over Iran's failure
to engage in intensified dialogue
RAMC a promising meeting on
Oct. I in Geneva. The West says
Tehran agreed in ptinciple to
capon that amount in one shipment during the Geneva talkssomething Iranian officials have
denied.
The statement also note.4 that
Tehran had not responded posttisely to the IAEA proposal.
"We urge Iran to reconsider
the opponunity offered by this
agreement imd to engage seri-

Ilaprescso
3101 St. Rt -121N
753:80-67

GOT LEAVEs7

Loaf
Vacuum
SorvIce
Curttstde or complete
clean-ups,

753-5776
LEAF Removal tree
work. stump gnnding
Licensed & Insured
437-4407

BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
for
Tuesday, NON'. 24, 2009:
You communicate in a nee
style. YOU will embrace more
progressive thoughts, Your daily
life presents many intense situations. Your creativity flourishes.
and you seem to come up with
the right solution more often
than not. If you are single,
romance hits quite a high note
this year; there might be a
unique quality here. It you are
attached, ttie two of you share
on a far deeper level. PISCES is
always fun to hang with.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: S-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 'Difficult

AAL GARAGE DOOFt
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators
Residentia; & commer- ARIES (March 21-April 19)
ciat Locally owned & *** Avoid getting too involved
operated. 293-2357, in others issues. Rethink a difficult situation involving a partner.
a35-4049,
Please understand you don't
need to make a decision just yet.
BRUSH &
Investigate various options
involving your work and/or
HAMMER
someone in charge Tonight:
• Painting • Fix-it's
Vanish
• Repairs • Decks
TAURUS (AprIl 20-Nlay 20)
***** Zero in on your pnonpressure washed
ties. You can and will make bet& stained
ter decisions. Reach out for
(270) 436-2228 someone at a distance whom
you care about. You might wonder which way to go regarding a
key person in your life. Curb a
tendency to take on too much.
Pool Tabie Guy,
Tonight: Find your friends
20 Years Exprnence
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Pod lebres Bour Sae
*** Don't carry more responsiSereced exi Moved
bility than necessary, Your
731.819-4655
understanding evolves with sensitive listening. Distance yourself
from a problem, and you will find
an answer An innate tension
pervades throughout ihe day.
Your creativrty could be stalemated. Tonight: A must appearance,
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Examine what is happening within a key relationship,
Detach and understand rather
than condemn. If you want to go
in a new direction or pioneer a
new path. do. Weigh the risks
before you make any decisions.
Ti !
(
'
Tonight' Take in new vistas
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Encourage greater give. • •:.tt '14 1,1
and-take with a friend or partner.
Focus on teamwork in order to
accomplish more of what you
want Communication could be
serious and problematic You
Simmon's Handyman
could feel drained during this
& Carpentry Service
talk. Tonight: Go with a partner's
Over 25 years Call
ideas.
DOC1. Murray area
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
519-8570.
**** Stay out of politics. You
might feel pressured by a situaTHE Murray Ledger tion that revolves around your
& Times considers finances. A change of topic or
its sources reliable. perhaps a clear "no" could work
but inaccuracies do well. Establish stronger bouridoccur.
Readers anes Tonight: Sort through your
using this informa- invitations.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
tion do so at their **** Could
you be overly seriown risk. Although ous? Your ability to understand
persons and com- what motivates others is key, as
panies mentioned you can call in supporters at any
herein are believed given moment. Be aware of the
to be reputable, role of security and family in your
life Think positively about new
The Murray Ledger
technology that provides short& Times, nor any ol cuts Tonight: Say "yes "
its
employees SCORPIO (Oct. 23--Nov. 21)
accept any respon- **** Pull back. especially if
sibility whatsoever you hit a risk. You might want to
rethink this situation in order to
for their activities

ously with us in dialogue and
negotiations,'' the statemeel
said.
The officials said they would
hold a follow-up meeting
around Christmas.
In Berlin, Mohamed El!
Baradei. the U.N. nucleat
watchdog agency chief, presser!
Iran to work with the intenes
uonal community.
"I would hate to see that v4
are moving back tti sanctions,"'
El-Baradel said. -Because sancs.
tions. at the end of the day....1
really don't resolve issues"
He said the IAEA had not yet
received a fonnal reply from
Tehran to its proposals, although.
Iranian officials had told him
they would not send uranium for
reprocessing abroad unless they
first received promised fuel
rods

1111111111.11he Blau
avoid making a mistake. Your
sense of humor comes out when
dealing with a child or loved one
A new style of communicating
seems to attract many. Tonight:
Add in a dash of fun.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dee.
21)
*** Be sensitive to others
ideas, even if you're overwhelmed How you handle a
child or loved one could change,
Build a strong foundation first,
then start creating your goals
Focus on the end results. Use
mental detachment to let go of
stress. Take a walk to up your
energy, Tonight: At home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Return calls. NO With
otrers in a triendty, open manner. A boss takes over out of the
blue. Do some thinng about an
opnon or financial matter. You
might need to revise your thinking several times Ex/urine new
possibilities openly. Others wIN
follow your lead, though you
might feel burdened by your role.
Tonight: Find your pals.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Stay sensitive to spending. Ask yourself if you are making the nght choice financially
Efforts to get more feedback
could be lutes, if not impossible
Wait a few days before making a
decision on a money matter_ YOU
need some Minkiog time. Use
care with a hurtful person.
Tooight Your treat.
PISCES (Feb. 194Aarch 20)
The timing is finally
right to encourage a change ot
pace. !I you want to slow down
an agreement with a parmer, just

let it be known that you need
more time A friendship often
Nays a key role in your decisions. A boss pushes hard
Tonight: The world really is your
oyster
BORN TODAY
12th U.S. president Zachary

Taylor (1784), writer Wifflarn F.:
Buckley Jr.(1925), sett-help
Dale Carnegie CI 8343)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wwwjacquelinoblganCOM.
(C) 2009 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

11.0.tat-Today:i Stive TOday,
Open Fit Behind the Ear

'1595

Reg. $2,500 Sale Price

Save up to

30%
Offer Expikes .
11 30 09 -

Custom Digital In the Ear

'695

Reg $1,095 Sale Price

Free Hearing Tot with 'lids Cowen Oiler Expires Me*
All besting aids soki on s NI Day Trial Purchase
Profossionals Availobio For You!
Call Today - 270-753-SOU or Call Toll Fro* 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street - Murrav, KY
7Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust"'

